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Preface 

This manual is one of a series that describes a capabilities-based Opposing Force (OPFOR) 
for training US Army commanders, staffs, and units. The manuals in this series are-

FM 100-60. Armor- and Mechanized-Based Opposing Force: Organization Guide.

FM 100-61. Armor- and Mechanized-Based Opposing Force: Operational Art.

FM 100-62. Armor- and Mechanized-Based Opposing Force: Tactics.

FM 100-63. Infantry-Based Opposing Force: Organization Guide.

FM 100-64. Infantry-Based Opposing Force: Operations and Tactics.

FM 100-65. Opposing Force Equipment Guide.

FM 100-66. Opposing Force in Operations Other Than War.


Together, these manuals outline an OPFOR that can cover the entire spectrum of military 
capabilities against which the Army must train to ensure success in any future conflict. 

Applications of this series of manuals include field training, training simulations, and 
classroom instruction throughout the Army. All Army training venues should use an OPFOR 
based on these manuals, except when mission rehearsal or contingency training requires 
maximum fidelity to a specific country-based threat. Even in the latter case, trainers should use 
appropriate parts of this capabilities-based OPFOR to fill information gaps in a manner 
consistent with what they do know about a specific threat. 

This manual provides a menu of possible organizational building blocks for an infantry-based 
OPFOR, From this menu, users can build an order of battle appropriate to their training 
requirements. For each type of unit, the manual outlines basic unit structure and possibly a 
number of variations. For most units, the manual also lists principal items of equipment. 
Appendixes provide guidance and examples for users who wish to substitute other items of 
equipment for the baseline systems listed for a unit. 

The proponent for this publication is HQ TRADOC, Send comments and recommendations 
on DA Form 2028 directly to the Threat Support Directorate of the TRADOC Office of Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Intelligence at the following address: Director, Threat Support Directorate, 
ATTN: ATIN-L-T (Bldg 53), 700 Scott Avenue, Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-1323 

Nomenclatures of weapons and equipment in this publication are in compliance with 
international standardization agreements (STANAGs) 2097 and 3236. Unless this publication 
states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer exclusively to men. 
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Introduction 

This organization guide is part of the field manual (FM) series 100-60 that documents the 
capabilities-based Opposing Force (OPFOR). This series provides a flexible OPFOR package 
that users can tailor to represent a wide range of potential threat capabilities and organizations. 
The overall package features an armor- and mechanized-based OPFOR module and an infantry-
based OPFOR module, each containing FMs describing organizations, operations, and tactics. 
Completing the package are FMs on OPFOR equipment and on other OPFORS in peace and 
conflict. 

This introduction provides definitions of some basic terms used throughout the manual. 
For definitions of other key terms, the reader should refer to the index, where page numbers in 
bold type indicate the main entry for a particular topic. That page often includes a definition of 
the indexed term. 

OPFOR VERSUS THREAT 

The OPFOR is a training tool for preparing the Army to respond to a wide variety of 
threats. The following paragraphs explain the difference between an OPFOR and a threat and the 
relationships between the two. 

Threat and Country-Based OPFOR 

A threat can be any specific foreign nation or organization with intentions and military 
capabilities that suggest it could become an adversary or challenge the national security interests 
of the United States or its allies. As the Army moves into the twenty-first century, it is no longer 
possible to identify one or two nations or forces as the potential adversaries against which it 
needs to train on a regular basis. 

When conflict is imminent or when US forces need to train for a particular contingency, 
training may focus on a specified threat force. This rehearsal for an actual mission or operation 
can involve a country-based OPFOR. Such an OPFOR should portray the specified, real-world 
threat force with the greatest possible fidelity, based on the best available classified and unclas
sified information. Cases may exist in which constraints on the use of classified information or 
the lack of information, at any level of classification, preclude the use of actual threat data. To 
fill in gaps, in such cases, trainers could use those parts of the capabilities-based OPFOR that are 
most consistent with what they do know about a specific threat. 

Capabilities-Based OPFOR 

In more typical cases, however, the US Army simply needs to train against an 
OPFOR that represents a particular level of capability rather than a particular country. The 
capabilities-based OPFOR is a realistic and flexible armed force representing a composite 
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of varying capabilities of actual worldwide forces. It constitutes a baseline for training or devel
oping US forces, in lieu of a specific threat force. This baseline includes doctrine, tactics, or
ganization, and equipment. It provides a challenging, uncooperative sparring partner that is rep
resentative, but not predictive, of actual threats. 

The capabilities-based OPFOR represents a break from past practices on two principal 
respects. First, the armor- and mechanized-based and infantry-based OPFOR modules are not 
simply unclassified handbooks on the armed forces of a particular nation. Rather, each module 
has its basis in the doctrine and organization of various foreign armies. These OPFOR modules 
are composites deliberately constructed to provide a wide range of capabilities. Secondly, the 
modules do not provide a fixed order of battle. Rather, they provide thebuilding blocks from 
which users can derive an infinite number of potential orders of battle, depending on their train
ing requirements. 

The primary purpose of these FMs is to provide the basis for a realistic and versatile 
OPFOR to meet US military training requirements. They can support training in the field, in 
classrooms, or in automated simulations. However, users other than trainers may apply these 
FMs when they need an unclassified threat force that is not country-specific. 
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INFANTRY-BASED OPFOR MODULE 

The infantry-based OPFOR represents the armed forces of a developing country with limited 
resources. The name of that country is the State. The State’s military structure consists primarily of 
ground forces. The formal name of this branch of the armed forces that corresponds to the US Army is 
the Ground Forces. These Ground Forces are primarily infantry (dismounted or motorized), with rela
tively few mechanized infantry and tank units and perhaps some air-borne infantry units. Aside from the 

The Air Force, including the Air Defense Command. 
The Special Operations Command, with commando and special-purpose forces. 
The Navy, consisting of a small, brown-water force. 

This OPFOR can also include less capable forces, to include internal security forces, the militia, and re-
serves. This menu of possible forces allows US military trainers to tailor the OPFOR order of battle to 
meet virtually any training requirement involving an infantry-based force. 

Ground Forces, the State’s armed forces may include any or all of the following components: 

Infantry-based forces are common throughout the developing world. These forces have some 
armor but rely on dismounted or motorized infantry for the bulk of their combat power. At the most, 
they conduct set-piece operations, integrating arms at the tactical level. None of these forces is capable 
of meeting the most advanced armies on an even footing in conventional battle. In many respects, the 
infantry-based OPFOR resembles the armies of World War I, with more lethal weaponry. 

Size and Capability 

The infantry-based OPFOR module includes a range of potential forces that can vary in size and 
capability. Small-to-medium infantry forces have marginal integration capability (ability to conduct 
tactical-level combat actions with limited fire support) or basic integration capability (ability to conduct 
battalion-level tactical combined arms actions). In terms of technology, both groups import most of their 
systems. Large infantry forces can conduct extensive set-piece operations over broad frontages. How-
ever, they are capable of projecting military power only within their region. The key technologies that 
can allow this are self-propelled artillery and offensive chemical and biological warfare. The State may 
or may not have chemical and biological weapons, but has the capability to produce or acquire them. A 
country with large infantry forces can have extensive, basic weapons industries, or it may still import 
most systems. Although this larger force may have improved communications, the OPFOR must rely on 
outside states for use of communications satellites. 

When opposed by an adversary of similar capabilities, an infantry-based OPFOR can conduct 
conventional, force-oriented combat. However, when faced with a large, technologically advanced army, 
it is likely to attempt to redefine the terms of conflict and pursue its aims through terrorism, insurgency, 
or partisan warfare. In the case of intervention by an external power or coalition, this strategy aims to 
undermine the enemy’s will to continue the conflict without the necessity of defeating his main forces on 
the battlefield.1 

1 Throughout the FM 100-60 series, the term enemy refers not to the OPFOR but rather to the enemy of the OPFOR. 
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FM 100-63, infantry-Based Opposing Force: Organization Guide, depicts the forces of a 
country divided geographically into an unspecified number of military regions, each with a num
ber of subordinate military districts. This OPFOR stations most combat forces within the mili
tary districts, which can vary widely in their strengths and capabilities. The guide allows for 
standing divisions, but districts with separate brigades would be much more common and in 
keeping with the spirit of the infantry-based OPFOR concept. At most, the State could mobilize 
and deploy one army-sized force capable of conducting large-scale operations against a neighbor
ing country whose armed forces are also infantry-based. If the trainer finds himself building 
multiple standing divisions and armies, it may be that FM 100-60 better suits his training needs. 
He may find it necessary to draw some elements from both organization guides in order to consti
tute the appropriate OPFOR order of battle. 

Compared to Armor- and Mechanized-Based OPFOR 

The infantry-based OPFOR differs from the armor- and mechanized-based OPFOR pri
marily in terms of size, technological level, and the ability to integrate arms into operations. FM 
100-60, Armor- and Mechanized-Based Opposing Force: Organization Guide, depicts the forces 
of a developed State with extensive resources devoted to maintaining a military capability that 
rivals that of the United States. It has a strategic capability, with strategic air and air defense 
forces and strategic missile forces. It probably has a nuclear capability. Unless the State is 
landlocked, it can have a blue-water navy and naval infantry (marines). 

In the armor- and mechanized-based OPFOR, the ground forces are still the largest com
ponent. Compared to the infantry-based OPFOR, these ground forces have more standing divi
sions or brigades. Rather than being subordinate to military regions and districts, these divisions 
and separate brigades constitute several standing armies or corps. Most of these forces are in 
turn subordinate to army groups. Armies, corps, and army groups can vary widely in their 
strengths and capabilities. Even multiple army groups may come under a series of theater head-
quarters that orchestrate complex, large-scale operations. 

The armor- and mechanized-based OPFOR can conduct a strategic operation involving 

Several army groups. 
Strategic nuclear forces (strategic missile forces and strategic aviation). 
Strategic air armies. 
National air defense forces. 
A naval fleet. 
Naval infantry forces. 
Airborne forces. 
Special-purpose forces. 
National space forces. 

Trainers may use any or all of these elements in an OPFOR order of battle as required. 

the combined forces in a theater. These forces may comprise
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Armor- and mechanized-based forces are the norm throughout the industrialized world. 
Such armies normally mount at least 40 percent of their forces in armored vehicles. They tend to 
modernize selected systems to match the best systems deployed by their neighbors. In terms of 
equipment and size, they range from small forces fielding outmoded equipment through large, 
capable forces fielding state-of-the-art weapons. For the most part, they still base their tactics 
and doctrine on World War II, either their own experience or that of their arms/doctrine suppli
ers. Many of these nations produce and export weapons and technology up through state-of-the-
art-systems. Significant technologies that mark this class are in fire support and target acquisi
tion. 

Small-to-medium armor- and mechanized-based forces cover a wide range of technology 
and capability, from developing states through small, professional armies. Large armor- and 
mechanized-based forces often have more sophisticated weaponry: they field self-propelled ar
tillery and multiple rocket launchers, artillery-delivered high-precision munitions, medium-to-
heavy tanks, and limited thermal capability. This group may or may not have nuclear weapons 
but at least has the capability to produce or acquire them. Armor- and mechanized-based forces 
can conduct large-scale, combined arms operations. Joint operations are the norm in the more 
advanced states. These states have the logistics and command structures necessary to conduct 
continuous operations. Some armor- and mechanized-based forces are capable of sustained 
power-projection operations. 

The high-technology end of the armor- and mechanized-based OPFOR approaches the 
level termed complex, adaptive forces. From developed nations, these most technically and tac
tically advanced forces can choose quality over quantity. As they modernize, they can reduce in 
size and still maintain a high level of military capability. These forces normally have a complex 
structure, with more specialized units operating highly sophisticated equipment. They are also 
capable of adapting to dynamic situations and seizing opportunities on the battlefield. However, 
such a force is exceedingly expensive to equip, train, and maintain. 

Thus, the differences between the infantry-based and armor- and mechanized-based 
OPFOR modules are largely scenario-dependent. A particular training scenario may not require 
a large array of standing forces or justify the extensive use of mechanized infantry or tank forces. 
In such a case, it may be that FM 100-63 better fits the training needs. 

Compared to Other OPFORs in Peace and Conflict 

Compared to either of the OPFOR modules described above, other OPFORs in peace and 
conflict are less well defined. By their very nature, they are unpredictable. They too differ from 
the infantry-based OPFOR primarily in terms of size, technological level, and the ability to inte
grate arms into operations. In such a case, however, most military forces have lower capability 
than the infantry-based OPFOR. FM 100-66 depicts a variety of such forces that US forces may 
encounter. 

On the one hand, these may be the forces of a preindustrial nation or a nonnation group 
with limited assets. Such groups cannot, or will not, invest in the weapons and technology nec
essary to keep pace with the best militaries in their regions. Most of their military organizations 
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are ad hoc rather than standing organizations with predictable structures. These forces range in 
size from irregular forces, constabularies, and internal security forces to light infantry units. 
There is no such thing as a standard light infantry force; they come in all shapes and sizes. The 
common thread is that they have little or no organic, heavy equipment. 

Like the lower end of the infantry-based OPFOR, these forces are likely to attempt to deal 
with a larger, more technologically advanced army through terrorism, insurgency, or partisan 
warfare. They do not try to meet such an enemy head-on in conventional combat. They prefer 
hit-and-run raids, ambushes, ruses, sabotage, and assassinations. They try to be unpredictable 
and invisible to view, employing methods not anticipated by their enemies. They do not fight by 
the rules of conventional warfare. 

On the other hand, these OPFORs may also include forces that are better-equipped and 
better-trained. Such a force may be part of or sponsored by a wealthy criminal element or have 
the backing of a wealthy outside power. It may still be small and lightly armed but could have 
sophisticated, state-of-the art light weapons. The force is light not out of austerity but for practi
cal reasons, because the lightness of the equipment enhances mobility. It may also have high-
technology communications and reconnaissance means. 

Lastly, there may be occasions where the OPFORs in peace or conflict include a sophisti
cated military organization with heavier weapons. If the US force is participating in a 
peacekeeping operation, for example, the OPFOR may be the recognized military of a belligerent 
nation. As such, it could include infantry-based or armor- and mechanized-based forces of the 
types found in FMs 100-63 and 100-60, respectively. Likewise, some of the types of OPFOR 
described in FM 100-66 can also appear during war. 

ORGANIZATION CHARTS 

The organization charts in this guide focus on maneuver units. They begin with the larg
est maneuver units and work down to the smallest. Whenever feasible, the guide breaks down 
subordinate maneuver units, as well as combat support and combat service support units, in 
greater detail. 

Maneuver Units 

Since motorized infantry units are the most common in this infantry-based OPFOR, these 
units come first in this organization guide. Such units differ from regular infantry primarily by 
having trucks available to transport all elements subordinate to the unit when necessary. The 
distinction between infantry and motorized infantry becomes clear only at brigade level, since the 
trucks for movement of infantry are organic to motorized infantry brigades. Within either type of 
brigade, the basic maneuver units from squad through company are simply infantry. At battalion 
level, there are no organic trucks for transporting any infantry companies, although the infantry 
battalion headquarters has a few. The motorized infantry battalion also has some wheeled vehi
cles in its signal and logistics support elements. At battalion level and higher, subordinate units 
common to both infantry and motorized infantry have their basic entry only under the motorized 
parent unit. 
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Following the infantry and motorized infantry units, in descending order of likelihood, 
come the mechanized infantry and tank units. Even an infantry-based OPFOR usually has some 
armored and mechanized forces. Again, any subordinate units common to both mechanized in
fantry or tank units and motorized infantry units do not repeat. 

In OPFOR terminology, a separate unit is one that is not subordinate to a parent unit of 
the same arm. For example, a separate tank battalion is not part of a tank brigade. However, it 
may be part of a mechanized infantry brigade or directly subordinate to a motorized infantry, in
fantry, or mechanized infantry division. (The infantry-based OPFOR has no tank divisions.) 
Similarly, a separate motorized infantry brigade is not part of a motorized infantry division (or 
any division, for that matter). It is directly subordinate to a military district or an army. In con
trast, a divisional brigade is always part of a division. 

The basic maneuver unit is the brigade consisting of three or four maneuver battalions 
and a wide array of combat support and combat service support elements. Some infantry-based 
forces, however, may call the same organization a regiment. In this case, the difference in termi
nology is merely semantic and does not signify a different structure or capability. 

Combat Support and Combat Service Support Units 

Aside from organic combat support and combat service support units, Ground Forces 
maneuver units may receive additional support from the national asset pool. The General 
Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters can use such units, listed as national, to tailor support to vari
ous Ground Forces organizations. The numbers and types of units in the national asset pool can 
vary according to the situation. Their inclusion in this guide merely provides an option for, but 
does not mandate their inclusion in any order of battle developed from this guide. Users should 
determine the proper sizing and allocation of the national asset pool based on training require
ments. 

Flexibility Within Realistic Limits 

Headings within each chapter indicate the name of the specific unit depicted and of all 
organizations to which this type of unit may be subordinate. Organization charts depict all pos
sible subordinate units. If training objectives do not require the use of all elements shown in a 
particular organization, users can omit the elements they do not need. Some organization charts 
have blocks showing two alternatives for a particular type of subordinate unit. For example, a 
military district might have either an engineer company or an engineer battalion. In most cases, 
the unit listed first is the norm, but the other alternative is an option. Many organization charts 
have notes and/or footnotes that identify possible variations in organizational structure or equip
ment. These alternatives allow users to select the basic organization or the variation that best 
suits their training requirements. 

Stacked blocks in the organization charts indicate multiple, identical units subordinate to 
a particular organization. Dashed blocks indicate units that may or may not be present in the 
type of organization shown. 
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Users must ensure that the size and composition of the OPFOR is sufficient to meet 
training objectives and requirements. However, total assets organic to a Ground Forces organi
zation or allocated to it from higher levels should not exceed that which is realistic and appro
priate to the training scenario. Skewing the force ratio in either direction negates the value of 
training. 

Page References for Detail 

In the main organization chart for any parent unit, subordinate units defined elsewhere in 
greater detail have page references beneath their block in the organization chart. This approach 
can lead the user to the subordinate unit, even if its organization chart appears in another chapter 
or another part of the same chapter. To avoid excessive duplication, subordinate units common 
to several types of parent unit receive detailed treatment only once, with subsequent cross
-references back to that basic entry. Units without such page references do not have separate en-
tries with further detail. 

Occasionally, there may be a small unit that does not have its own organization chart 
showing further subordinates. However, the user may find a page reference leading to the parent 
unit’s table of principal items of equipment, which breaks down equipment totals by subordinate 
units, including this one. 

PRINCIPAL ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT 

For organizations of brigade size or smaller, this book provides a table of principal items 
of equipment. For brigades and regiments, as well as selected battalions, this table provides a 
quick overview of the holdings for subordinate units and equipment totals for the unit as a whole. 
Units above brigade/regiment level either have no fixed structure or have so many variations in 
possible structure that equipment totals are difficult to quantify. Therefore, the organization 
guide leaves those specifics to users who build actual orders of battle for a specific OPFOR in a 
specific scenario. The OPFOR order of battle must meet the user’s training requirements, based 
on the menu of possible organizational parts provided in this manual. 

Equipment totals include individual weapons only at maneuver battalion level and below. 
The same is true of night-vision devices (goggles and sights). These figures vary widely from 
unit to unit, although separate brigades tend to field more goggles in combat support and combat 
service support units than do divisional brigades. With the exception of maneuver units 
(battalion and below), accounting for the varying numbers of night-vision devices, especially the 
goggles worn by vehicle drivers, is difficult. 

This guide provides example equipment types and the numbers of each type typically 
found in specific organizations. The purpose is to give users a good idea of what an OPFOR 
structure should look like. However, training requirements may dictate some modifications to 
this baseline. Users should exercise caution in modifying equipment holdings, since this impacts 
on an OPFOR unit’s organizational integrity and combat capabilities. 
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Baseline Equipment 

A developing country may equip its infantry-based OPFOR primarily with systems 
imported from more advanced, weapons-producing countries. For illustrative purposes, the 
equipment lists in this manual show systems produced by the former Soviet Union (FSU). 
There are two reasons for using FSU-produced equipment as the baseline. First, many po
tential threat countries have equipped their armed forces with systems that the FSU and its 
successor states have built in large numbers and proliferated widely throughout the world. 
Second, this equipment is representative of a unit’s or force’s technological capability. 
Listing these familiar, well-documented systems paints an immediate, concrete picture of 
that capability. Listing generic equipment descriptors, such as medium tank or antitank 
guided missile, would not create such a clear impression of capabilities. Moreover, generic 
descriptors would not lead to the development of consistent equipment sets. This organiza
tion guide, therefore, normally uses generic descriptors only when the choice of systems 
would not materially affect basic unit or force capabilities. 

Equipment Substitution 

To achieve specific training objectives or merely to provide variety in the training 
environment, users can substitute other equipment for those listed as the baseline. Appendix 
A contains matrices with suggested examples of appropriate substitutions for major maneu
ver and fire support systems. Appendix B does the same for engineer equipment. Appendix 
C lists examples of cargo trucks, trailers, and radios corresponding to the generic descriptors 
used in equipment lists. Each appendix also provides general guidelines for the substitution 
process. 

Appendixes A, B, and C are guides; they cannot be all-inclusive, listing every con
ceivable system available worldwide. In constructing an OPFOR order of battle, therefore, 
trainers may substitute systems not listed in the appendixes. However, they should follow 
the same general philosophy and the guidelines prescribed in the appendixes. To assist in 
the substitution process, FM 100-65, Opposing Force Equipment Guide, will present a wider 
selection of major systems from which users may choose. 
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Chapter 1

Military Districts and


Motorized Infantry Divisions


Military districts and maneuver divisions are the highest-level tactical organizations in the 
Ground Forces. Military districts are geographical entities, but are also a level of command. 
Districts generally contain one or more separate brigades (infantry, motorized infantry, or 
mechanized infantry) and perhaps a tank brigade. However, a district may have a standing divi
sion (infantry, motorized infantry, or mechanized infantry) based on divisional brigades. For 
more information on infantry and mechanized infantry divisions, see Chapter 2. For more infor
mation on separate and divisional brigades, see Chapters 3 and 4. 

Divisions can be either standing or mobilized from the reserves. Standing divisions may 
exist in districts along an international border, in districts that contain historically threatened 
avenues of approach, or around critical cities or facilities. Divisions mobilized from the reserves 
may draw combat support and combat service support from reserves or receive them from the 
national asset pool. The commander of the district in which a division is garrisoned or mobilized 
is also the division commander, as long as the division remains in that district. 
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Military District 

Military districts are geographical entities which delineate the territorial responsibilities 
and disposition of forces subordinate to a military region (see p. 5-3). There is no standard 
composition for forces within a district. The number and types of units can vary widely from 
district to district. Therefore, the following organization chart merely outlines the types of units 
and facilities that might or might not be present in a given district. 

NOTES: 
1. Districts generally contain one or more separate brigades, but may have a standing division 
(infantry, motorized infantry, or mechanized infantry). During mobilization, a district may form 
a division from the reserves, possibly using a separate brigade as a mobilization base, However, 
this would occur only in a high-priority district. Even a district with a standing division in 
peacetime might have that division resubordinated to a higher-priority district or region in war-
time. 

(continued) 
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Military District (continued) 

2. A basically rural, mountainous district with no major population centers may have only one or 
two separate infantry brigades, with little or no additional combat support and combat service 
support. In addition to these regular army forces, such a district may have a single militia infan
try battalion. 
3. A district astride a major avenue of approach, or one that contains several major popula
tion/industrial centers, may contain two or three separate infantry brigades (or motorized or 
mechanized infantry) and perhaps a tank brigade. Such a district is more likely to have some of 
the additional combat support and combat service support assets allocated from the national level 
through the region. Depending on the size of its population centers, a district might be able to 
constitute a brigade-sized militia force, or at least multiple battalions. 
4. A district may have organic or allocated artillery, antitank, and air defense units. If a district’s 
maneuver units are predominantly mechanized infantry and tank forces, these fire support units 
are more likely to be self-propelled. If the maneuver units are infantry or motorized infantry, the 
fire support units are more likely to be towed. 
5. One high-priority district is the Capital District, which contains the State’s national capital. 
The Capital Defense Forces garrisoned there are typically the best-equipped in the country. They 
are specially tailored for their primary mission of defending the capital and for their secondary 
mission as the strategic reserve. (See p. 5-6.) 
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Motorized Infantry Division 

NOTES: 
1. The basic maneuver units in this division are three motorized infantry brigades (divisional). 
These divisional brigades differ structurally from their separate counterparts normally found 
within military districts. In addition to its motorized infantry brigades, this division may or may 
not have a separate tank battalion. 
2. Most motorized infantry divisions have an ATGM battery and company-sized engineer, sig
nal, reconnaissance, and medical units. However, some better-equipped motorized infantry divi
sions may have battalion-sized antitank, engineer, signal, reconnaissance (and EC), and medical 
units. 
3. Motorized and mechanized infantry divisions are the basic maneuver formations of an expe
ditionary army (see p. 5-5). Such an army, mobilized in one military region to conduct large-
scale offensive operations, may include divisions resubordinated from other regions or districts. 
4. Divisions can be either standing or mobilized from the reserves. Standing divisions may exist 
in districts along an international border, in districts that contain historically threatened avenues 
of approach, or around critical cities/facilities. Standing division have the assets shown above, 
even before mobilization. Divisions mobilized from the reserves may draw the combat support 
and combat service support shown above from reserves or receive them from the national assets 
pool. The commander of the district in which a division is garrisoned or mobilized is also the 
division commander, as long as the division remains in that district. 
5. Motorized infantry divisions are more common than mechanized or infantry divisions. 
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Division Headquarters, Mtzd Inf Div, Inf Div, 
and Mech Inf Div 

NOTES: 
1. Standing divisions normally have a headquarters as shown above. 
2. Divisions mobilized from reserves may have a smaller headquarters element. Such a head-
quarters may be more like the headquarters of the separate brigade that served as a mobilization 
base for the division. 
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Separate Tank Battalion, Mtzd Inf Div, Inf Div, and Mech Inf Div, 
or Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
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Engineer Platoon, Separate Tank Bn
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Signal Section, Separate Tank Bn 

Maintenance Section, Separate Tank Bn 
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Support Platoon, Separate Tank Bn


Medical Section, Separate Tank Bn 
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Artillery Regiment, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, 
or MD or Army or National 

NOTES: 
1. Divisions always have regiments with only one of each type of battalion. The equipment 
listing below does not include a second gun-howitzer battalion. 
2. Most regiments have one of each type of battalion: howitzer, gun-howitzer, and MRL. Regi
ments with two 152-mm gun-howitzer battalions are more common in districts with more than 
three maneuver brigades. 

(continued) 
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Artillery Regiment, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, 
or MD or Army or National (continued) 

(continued) 
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Artillery Regiment, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, 
or MD or Army or National (continued) 
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Headquarters and Control Battery, Arty Regt or 
Arty Bde or MRL Bde 
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122-mm Howitzer Battalion, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep) 
and Inf Bde (Sep), or Arty Regt 
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122-mm Howitzer Battery, 
122-mm Howitzer Bn 
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152-mm Gun-Howitzer Battalion, 
Arty Regt or Arty Bde 
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152-mm Gun-Howitzer Battery, 
152-mm Gun-Howitzer Bn 
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122-mm Multiple Rocket Launcher Battalion, Arty Regt 
and SP Arty Regt, or MRL Bde 
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Headquarters and Control Platoon, 122-mm MRL Bn


Firing Battery, 122-mm MRL Bn 
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Materiel Support Platoon, 122-mm MRL Bn 
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Target Acquisition Battery, Arty Regt 
or Arty Bde or MRL Bde 
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Materiel Support Company, Arty Regt and SP Arty Regt, 
or Arty Bde or MRL Bde 

Maintenance Company, Arty Regt and SP Arty Regt, 
or Arty Bde or MRL Bde 
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Antiaircraft Gun Regiment (57-mm), Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, and Mech Inf Div, 
or MD or Army or ADC 

NOTE: Some AA gun regiments at army level or in the Air Defense Command (ADC) may 
have the 100-mm AA gun, KS-19. Regiments so equipped may have the organization shown 
above or have three battalions, each with three firing batteries. In this organization, regimental 
total KS- 19 would be 54 systems. 

(continued) 
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Antiaircraft Gun Regiment (57-mm), Mtzd Inf Div and 
Inf Div, or Army or ADC (continued) 
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Regimental Headquarters, 
AA Gun Regt (57-mm) 
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Fire Control Battery, AA Gun Regt (57-mm) 
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Antiaircraft Gun Battery (57-mm), AA Gun Regt (57-mm) 
or AA Gun Bn (57-mm) or AA Gun Bn (Mixed) 
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Service Battery, AA Gun Regt (57-mm) 
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Antitank Battalion (Standard), Mtzd Inf Div 
or MD or Army or National 

NOTES: 
1. Some antitank units from the national asset pool have three antitank gun batteries instead of 
two antitank gun batteries and one ATGM battery. An army, region, district, or division may re
ceive such a battalion, known as an antitank gun battalion. (See p. 1-31.) 
2. Separate mechanized infantry brigades and well-equipped districts can have either the battal
ion as depicted above or a battalion composed entirely of ATGM batteries, in which case it will 
be called an ATGM battalion (see p. 2-26). During force modernization, the tendency is for dis
tricts/brigades with offensive contingency missions to have an ATGM battalion, whereas dis
tricts/brigades with primarily defensive contingency missions have the standard antitank battal
ion. 
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Antitank Gun Battalion, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, 
or MD or Army or National 

NOTES: 
1. Some antitank units from the national asset pool are antitank gun battalions. They have three 
antitank gun batteries instead of two and one ATGM battery of a standard antitank battalion (see 
p. 1-30). 
2. The General Staff can allocate an antitank gun battalion to an army or military region. In turn, 
the army or region can allocate such a battalion to a division or district expecting the greatest ar
mor threat. 
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Battalion Headquarters, Antitank Bn (Standard) 
or Antitank Gun Bn or ATGM Bn 

Antitank Gun Battery, Antitank Bn (Standard) 
or Antitank Gun Bn 
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ATGM Battery, Antitank Bn or ATGM Bn
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Materiel Support Platoon, Antitank Bn 
or Antitank Gun Bn or ATGM Bn 
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Reconnaissance and Electronic Combat Battalion, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, 
or MD or Army or DMI 

NOTES: 
1. A reconnaissance and electronic combat (EC) battalion subordinate to the Directorate of 
Military Intelligence (DMI) would normally have an organic remotely-piloted vehicle (RPV) 
squadron. If the General Staff allocates a reconnaissance and EC battalion from the DMI to a 
military region or an expeditionary army, it normally includes an RPV squadron. District and 
divisional reconnaissance and EC battalions mayor may not have an organic RPV squadron. 
2. Some infantry divisions and more poorly equipped military districts may have a reconnais
sance battalion that lacks a jamming company. 
3. The equipment listing for the reconnaissance and EC battalion includes the assets of the 
jamming company as well as the RPV squadron. 

(continued) 
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Reconnaissance and Electronic Combat Battalion, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf DIV, 
or MD or Army or DMI (continued) 
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Headquarters and Service Company,
Recon & EC Bn 
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Reconnaissance Company, Recon & EC Bn, Mtzd lnf Div 
and Inf Div, or MD or Army or DMI 

NOTE: Motorized infantry and infantry divisions, military districts, an expeditionary army, or 
the DMI could have either this reconnaissance company or a variant of the above with APCs, 
BTR-60/70/80 replacing the BRDM-2s. 
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Long-Range Reconnaissance Company, 
Recon & EC Bn 

NOTES: 
1. Personnel in the long-range reconnaissance company have parachute training. Small teams of 
four to six men can enter the enemy rear area by parachute, helicopter, vehicle, or on foot. They 
can also land by transport helicopter with their combat vehicles. 
2. A variant of the long-range reconnaissance company could have 12 APCS, BTR-60/70/80 in-
stead of the BRDM-2s. In that case, the command vehicle could be either a BRDM-2U or a 
command variant of the BTR. 
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Jamming Company, Recon & EC Bn 
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RPV Squadron, Recon & EC Bn


NOTE: An expeditionary army, the CDF, and higher levels of command normally have a recon
naissance and EC battalion with an organic remotely-piloted vehicle (RPV) squadron. If the 
General Staff allocates a reconnaissance and EC battalion from the DMI to a region, it normally 
includes an RPV squadron. District and divisional reconnaissance and EC battalions may or may 
not have an organic RPV squadron. The equipment listing for the reconnaissance and EC battal
ion includes the RPV squadron. 
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Chemical Defense Company, Mtzd Inf Div 
and lnf Div, or MD 
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Materiel Support Battalion, Mtzd Inf Div and 
Inf Div, or MD or Army or National 
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Battalion Headquarters, Mat Spt Bn or 
Motor Transport Bn 

Ammunition Transport Company, 

Mat Spt Bn 
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POL Transport Company, Mat Spt Bn


Cargo Transport Company, Mat Spt Bn 
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Maintenance Platoon, Mat Spt Bn 

Supply and Service Platoon, Mat Spt Bn 

Mobile Field Bakery, Mat Spn Bn 
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Maintenance Battalion, Mtzd Inf Div or MD 
or MR or Army or CDF or National 
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Battalion Headquarters, Maint Bn 

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance Company, 
Maint Bn 
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Wheeled Vehicle Maintenance Company, 
Maint Bn 

Ordnance Maintenance Company, Maint Bn 
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Supply and Service Platoon, Maint Bn, 
Mtzd Inf Div or MD 

Recovery Platoon, Maint Bn, Mtzd Inf Div and 
!nf Div, or MD 

Special Maintenance Platoon, Maint Bn 
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Medical Company, Mtzd Inf Div, Inf Div, 
and Mech Inf Div, or Ml) 
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Chapter 2

Infantry and Mechanized


Infantry Divisions


The majority of divisions in an infantry-based OPFOR are either infantry or motorized 
infantry. The primary difference between motorized infantry and infantry divisions is that the 
former has trucks at brigade level to transport its infantry maneuver elements, while the latter 
does not. Even an infantry-based force can have some mechanized infantry divisions with infan
trymen mounted in APCs or IFVs. For information on the motorized infantry division, and the 
organizations it has in common with either infantry or mechanized infantry divisions, see Chapter 1. 
For more information on separate and divisional brigades, see Chapters 3 and 4. 

Divisions can be either standing or mobilized from the reserves. Standing divisions may 
exist in districts along an international border, in districts that contain historically threatened 
avenues of approach, or around critical cities or facilities. Divisions mobilized from the reserves 
may draw combat support and combat service support from reserves or receive them from the 
national asset pool. The commander of the district in which a division is garrisoned or mobilized 
is also the division commander, as long as the division remains in that district. 
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Infantry Division 

NOTES: 
1. The basic maneuver units in this division are infantry brigades (divisional). Divisional bri
gades differ structurally from their separate counterparts normally found within districts. In rare 
cases, an infantry division may include a separate tank battalion. 
2. Most infantry divisions have company-sized engineer, signal, reconnaissance, and medical 
units. However, some better-equipped infantry divisions may have battalion-sized units of these 
types. 
3. Divisions can either be standing or mobilized from the reserves. Standing divisions may exist 
in districts along an international border, in districts that contain historically threatened avenues 
of approach, or around critical cities/facilities. Standing divisions have the assets shown above, 
even before mobilization. Divisions mobilized from the reserves may draw the combat support 
and combat service support assets shown above from reserves or receive them from the national 
asset pool. The commander of the district in which a division is garrisoned or mobilized is also 
the division commander, as long as the division remains in that district. 
4. Infantry divisions are less common than motorized infantry divisions. 
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Antiaircraft Gun Battalion (Mixed), Inf Div


NOTE: Some mixed AA gun battalions may have two batteries of 14.5-mm AA HMG and only 
one battery of larger-caliber AA guns. 
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Antiaircraft Heavy Machinegun Battery (14.5-mm), AA Gun Bn (Mixed) 
or Abn Inf Bde or SAM Bn (SA-2 and SA-3) 
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Antiaircraft Gun Battery (37-mm), 
AA Gun Bn (Mixed) 
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Maintenance Battalion, Inf Div or MD
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Supply and Service Platoon, 
Maint Bn, Inf Div or MD 
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Mechanized Infantry Division 

NOTES: 
1. The basic maneuver units in this division are three mechanized infantry brigades (divisional). 
The normal mix is two APC-equipped brigades and one IFV-equipped brigade, or vice versa. 
These divisional brigades differ structurally from their separate counterparts normally found 
within military districts. In addition to its mechanized infantry brigades, this division normally 
has a separate tank battalion. 
2. Most mechanized infantry divisions have battalion-sized antitank, engineer, signal, and medi
cal units. However, some not-so-well-equipped mechanized infantry divisions may have only an 
ATGM battery and company-sized engineer, signal, and medical units. 
3. Mechanized and motorized infantry divisions are normally the basic maneuver formations of 
an expeditionary army (see p. 5-5). Such an army, mobilized in one military region to conduct 
large-scale offensive operations, may include divisions resubordinated from other regions or dis
tricts, 
4. Divisions can be either standing or mobilized from the reserves. Standing divisions may exist 
in districts along an international border, in districts that contain historically threatened avenues 
of approach, or around critical cities/facilities. Standing divisions have the assets shown above, 
even before mobilization. Divisions mobilized from the reserves may draw the combat support 
and combat service support assets shown above from reserves or receive them from the national 
asset pool. The commander of the district in which a division is garrisoned or mobilized is also 
the division commander, as long as the division remains in that district. 
5. Mechanized infantry divisions are less common than motorized infantry divisions. 
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Self-Propelled Artillery Regiment, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or National 

NOTES: 
1. Divisions always have regiments with only one of each type of battalion. The equipment 
listing below does not include a second gun-howitzer battalion. 
2. Most regiments have one of each type of battalion: howitzer, gun-howitzer, and MRL. Regi
ments with two 152-mm gun-howitzer battalions are more common in districts with more than 
three maneuver brigades. 

(continued) 
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Self-Propelled Artillery Regiment, Mech lnf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or National (continued) 

(continued) 
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Self-Propelled Artillery Regiment, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or National (continued) 
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Headquarters and Control Battery, 
SP Arty Regt or Arty Bde 
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122-mm Self-Propelled Howitzer Battalion, Mech Inf Bde 
(Sep and Div) and Tank Bale, or SP Arty Regt 
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122-mm Self-Propelled Howitzer Battery, 
122-mm SP Howitzer Bn 
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152-mm Self-Propelled Howitzer Battalion, 
SP Arty Regt 
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152-mm Self-Propelled Howitzer Battery, 
152-mm SP Howitzer Bn 
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Target Acquisition Battery, SP Arty Regt 
or Arty Bde 
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Air Defense Regiment, Mech Inf Div or MD or 
Army or CDF or ADC 

(continued) 
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Air Defense Regiment, Mech Inf Div or MD or 
Army or CDF or ADC (continued) 
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SAM Battalion (SA-8), Air Defense Regt 
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Missile Technical Platoon, SAM Bn (SA-8)
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SAM Squad, SAM Bn (SA-2, SA-3, and SA-8) or AA Gun Bn (57-mm) or Missile

Firing Btry (SA-6 and SA-8) or AA Gun Btry (57-mm) or AA Gun Bn (Mixed)

or Missile Technical Pit, SAM Bn (SA-8) or Missile Technical Btry,

SAM Regt (SA-6 and SA-8)


Supply and Service Company,

SAM Bn (SA-8)
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Antiaircraft Gun Battalion (57-mm), 
Air Defense Regt 
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Service Battery, AA Gun Bn (57-mm) 

Materiel Support Company, Air Defense Regt 
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ATGM Battalion, Mech Inf Bde (Sep) or Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or National 

NOTES: 
1. Separate mechanized infantry brigades and well-equipped districts can have either the ATGM 
battalion as depicted above or an antitank battalion (see p. 4-26) composed of two antitank gun 
batteries and one ATGM battery. 
2. During force modernization, the tendency is for districts/brigades with offensive contingency 
missions to have an ATGM battalion, whereas districts/brigades with primarily defensive contin
gency missions have the standard antitank battalion. 
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Reconnaissance and Electronic Combat Battalion, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or DMI 

NOTES: 
1. A reconnaissance and electronic combat (EC) battalion subordinate to the CDF or the DMI 
would normally have an organic RPV squadron. If the General Staff allocates a reconnaissance 
and EC battalion from the DMI to a military district or an expeditionary army, it normally in
cludes an RPV squadron. 
2. District and divisional reconnaissance and EC battalions may or may not have an organic 
RPV squadron. However, a mechanized infantry division is more likely to have one than are 
motorized infantry or infantry divisions. 
3. The equipment listing for the reconnaissance and EC battalion includes the assets of the RPV 
squadron. 

(continued) 
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Reconnaissance and Electronic Combat Battalion, Mech hf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF (continued) 
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Reconnaissance Company, Recon & EC Bn, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or DMI 

NOTE: The mix of BRM-lK and BMP vehicles can vary. 
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Engineer Battalion, Mech Inf Div, Mech Inf Div, and Inf Div, or MD or Army or CDF 
or National (Engr Bde) 

(continued) 
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Engineer Battalion, Mech Inf Div, Mtzd Inf Div, and Inf Div, or MD or Army or CDF 
or National (Engr Bde) (continued) 
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Combat Engineer Company, Engr Bn or MR
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Assault Crossing Company, Engr Bn 
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Construction Company, Engr Bn
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Road and Bridge Construction Company, 
Engr Bn 
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Pontoon Bridge Company, Engr Bn 
or Pontoon Bridge Bn 

NOTE: A full bridge set consists of 32 center and 4 ramp sections. The half-set held by the en
gineer battalion can make up a bridge (119 meters of 60-ton bridge, 191 meters of 20-ton bridge) 
or several rafts. 
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Signal Battalion, Mech Inf Div, Mtzd Inf Div, and Inf Div, or MD or Army 
or CDF or National (Signal Bale) 

NOTE: The radios listed support the headquarters of the unit to which the signal battalion is or
ganic or attached. 
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Battalion Headquarters, Signa Bn


Radio Company, Signal Bn 
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Radio Telephone and Telegraph Company, 
Signal Bn 

NOTE: Motorcycles provide the division commander with messenger/courier service. 

Supply and Service Platoon, 
Signal Bn 
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Chemical Defense Company, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF 
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Materiel Support Battalion, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or Army or CDF or National 
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Maintenance Battalion, Mech Inf Div or MD 
or MR or Army or CDF or National 
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Supply and Service Platoon, Maint Bn, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or MR or Army or CDF or National 

Recovery Platoon, Maint Bn, Mech Inf Div 
or MD or MR or Army or CDF or National 
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Medical Battalion, Mech Inf Div, Mtzd Inf Div, 
and Inf Div, or MD or Army or CDF 
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Battalion Headquarters, Med Bn


Medical Company, Med Bn 
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Collection and Evacuation Company, 
Med Bn 

Disinfection and Decontamination Platoon, 
Med Bn 
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Supply and Service Platoon, 
Med Bn 
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Chapter 3

Motorized Infantry and


Infantry Brigades


The basic maneuver unit is the brigade, consisting of maneuver battalions and a wide ar
ray of combat support and combat service support elements. 1 A separate brigade is not part of a 
division. Instead, it is directly subordinate to a military district or an army. In contrast, a divi
sional brigade is always part of a division. 

Motorized infantry brigades are the most common in this infantry-based OPFOR. Such 
units differ from regular infantry primarily by having trucks available to transport all elements 
subordinate to the unit when necessary. The distinction between infantry and motorized infantry 
becomes clear only at brigade level, since the trucks for movement of infantry are organic to the 
motorized infantry brigade. Within either type of brigade, the basic maneuver units from squad 
through company are simply infantry. At battalion level, there are no organic trucks for trans-
porting any infantry companies, although the infantry battalion headquarters has a few. The mo
torized infantry battalion also has some wheeled vehicles in its signal and logistics support ele
ments. At battalion level and higher, subordinate units common to both infantry and motorized 
infantry have their basic entry under the motorized parent unit. 

1 Some infantry-based forces may call the same organization a regiment. This difference in terminology does not 
signify a different structure or capability. 
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Motorized Infantry Brigade (Separate) 

(continued) 
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Motorized Infantry Brigade (Separate) (continued)


(continued) 
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Motorized Infantry Brigade (Separate) (continued)
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Motorized Infantry Brigade (Divisional)


(continued) 
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Motorized Infantry Brigade (Divisional) (continued)


(continued) 
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Motorized Infantry Brigade (Divisional) (continued)
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Motorized Infantry Battalion, 
Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 

(continued) 
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Motorized Infantry Battalion, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div) (continued) 

NOTES: 
1. A motorized infantry battalion does not have organic transport assets to move its infantry 
companies and weapons company. Rather, it relies on the brigade-level motor transport battalion 
(p. 3-38) to provide trucks for movement over longer distances. Movement of all 3 infantry 
companies requires a total of 18 medium trucks. A weapons company requires 3 utility trucks 
and 12 light trucks. 
2. Some motorized infantry battalions may have a mortar battery with nine 82-mm mortars (p. 3-24) 
instead of a mortar platoon in the weapons company. In that case, there would probably be no 
60-mm mortars in the infantry companies 

Battalion Headquarters, Mtzd Inf Bn 
and Inf Bn 
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Infantry Company, Mtzd Inf Bn and Inf Bn 

NOTE: An infantry company in a motorized infantry battalion does not have organic transporta
tion assets. Rather, it relies on the brigade-level troop transport company (p. 3-39) to provide 
trucks for troop transport. Movement of an infantry company requires six medium trucks. 
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Infantry Platoon, Inf Co


NOTE: An infantry platoon in a motorized infantry battalion does not have organic transporta
tion assets. Rather, it relies on the brigade-level troop transport company (p. 3-39) to provide 
trucks for troop movement. Movement of an infantry platoon requires two medium trucks. 
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Infantry Squad, Inf Plt 

NOTES: 
1. An infantry squad in a motorized infantry battalion does not have organic transportation as-
sets. Rather, it relies on the brigade-level troop transport company (p. 3-39) to provide a truck 
for troop movement. One medium truck can carry two infantry squads or one infantry squad and 
a weapons squad. 
2. One squad per platoon has a 7.62-mm sniper rifle, SVD. 
3. One squad per platoon has a flamethrower, LPO/RPO. 
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Weapons Squad, Inf Plt or Abn Inf Plt


NOTE: The weapons squad does not have organic transportation assets. In a motorized infantry 
unit, it relies on the brigade-level troop transport company (p. 3-39) to provide a truck for troop 
movement. One medium truck can carry a weapons squad and an infantry squad. 
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Mortar Platoon, Inf Co and Commando Co 
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Weapons Company, Mtzd Inf Bn 
and Inf Bn 

NOTES: 
1. The motorized infantry battalion does not have organic transportation assets to move its 
weapons company. Rather, it relies on the brigade-level weapons transport company (p. 3-40) to 
provide trucks for movement over longer distances. Movement of the weapons company re-
quires 3 utility trucks and 12 light trucks. 
2. Some motorized infantry or infantry battalions may have a mortar battery with nine 82-mm 
mortars (p. 3-24) instead of a mortar platoon in the weapons company. 
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Mortar Platoon, Wpns Co, Mtzd Inf Bn 
and Inf Bn 

NOTES: 
1. In a motorized infantry battalion, one utility truck and three light trucks from the brigade-level 
weapons transport company (p. 3-40) can move this mortar platoon. 
2. Some motorized infantry or infantry battalions may have a mortar battery with nine 82-mm 
mortars (p. 3-24) instead of this mortar platoon in the weapons company. 
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SAM Platoon, Wpns Co, Mtzd Inf Bn 
and Inf Bn 

NOTE: In a motorized infantry battalion, three lights trucks from the brigade-level weapons 
transport company (p. 3-40) can move this SAM platoon. 
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Antitank Platoon, Wpns Co, 
Mtzd Inf Bn and Inf Bn 

NOTE: In a motorized infantry battalion, two light trucks from the brigade-level weapons trans-
port company (p. 3-40) can carry this antitank platoon. 
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Automatic Grenade Launcher Platoon, 
Wpns Co, Mtzd Inf Bn and Inf Bn 

NOTES: 
1. In a motorized infantry battalion, three light trucks from the brigade-level weapons transport 
company (p. 3-40) can carry this AGL platoon. 
2. Depending on the situation, the motorized infantry battalion commander may retain the entire 
AGL platoon under his own control, or he may allocate its squads to individual infantry compa
nies. 
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Automatic Grenade Launcher Squad, AGL Pit, Wpns Co, 
Mtzd Inf Bn and Inf Bn 
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Supply and Service Platoon, Mtzd Inf Bn
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Mortar Battalion, Mtzd Inf Bde (Div) 
and Inf Bde (Div) 
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Mortar Battery, Mortar Bn or Mech Inf Bn or Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep), 
Inf Bde (Sep and Militia), and Mech Inf Bde (Sep) 

NOTES: 
1. The infantry brigade (militia) is more likely to have 82-mm mortars and does not have the 
night-vision devices listed above. 
2. Some motorized infantry or infantry battalions may have a mortar battery with nine 82-mm 
mortars instead of a mortar platoon in the weapons company. In that case the battery would have 
a third mortar platoon. 
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Mortar Platoon, Mortar Btry, Mortar Bn or Mech Inf Bn or Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep), 
Inf Bde (Sep and Militia), and Mech Inf Bde (Sep) 

NOTE: Three light trucks from the mortar battery’s motor transport section normally carry the 
three mortar sections and the platoon headquarters. However, the mortar crew can move the 
mortar over short distances when necessary. 
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Antiaircraft Gun Battery (23-mm), Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div), Inf Bde (Sep, Div,

and Militia), and Abn Inf Bde, or Arty Regt or Arty Bde or MRL Bde

or SAM Bn (SA-4)


NOTE: In motorized infantry brigades, this battery may have a mix of antiaircraft weapons. 
When it does, the mix is four ZU-23 and four ZSU-23-4. 
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ATGM Battery, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep), Inf Bde (Sep), and Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div), 
or Mtzd Inf Div, Inf Div, and Mech Inf Div 
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ATGM Platoon, Mtzd Inf Bde (Div) 
and Inf Bde (Div) 
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Reconnaissance Platoon, Mtzd Inf Bde (Div) 
and Inf Bde (Div and Militia) 

NOTE: In some cases, the medium truck in the motor transport section may carry a 12.7-mm 
HMG or a 30-mm automatic grenade launcher. This weapon provides a minimum of fire support 
for the unit during movement by vehicle. 
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Reconnaissance Company, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep) and Inf Bde (Sep), 
or Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD 

Company Headquarters, Recon Co, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep) and Inf Bde (Sep), 
or Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD 

NOTE: The reconnaissance company’s motor transport section has a utility truck available to 
transport the company headquarters. This truck carries additional radios. 
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Reconnaissance Platoon, Recon Co, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep) and Inf Bde (Sep), 
or Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD 

Motorcycle Platoon, Recon Co, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep), Mech Inf Bde (APC) (Sep) and 
Inf Bde (Sep), or Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD 
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Motorcycle Section, Motorcycle Pit, Recon Co, or Recon Plt, Mtzd Inf Bde (Div)

and Inf Bde (Div and Militia), or Recon Co, Mech Inf Bde (IFV) (Sep)

and Tank Bale, or Signal Plt, Commando Bn


Motor Transport Section, Recon Co, Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD or Mtzd Inf 
Bde (Sep) and Inf Bde (Sep and Militia) 

NOTE: In some cases, the medium trucks in this motor transport section may carry a 12.7-mm 
HMG or a 30-mm automatic grenade launcher. These weapons provide a minimum of fire sup-
port for the reconnaissance company during movement by vehicle. 
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Engineer Company, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div) and Inf Bde (Sep and Div), 
or Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD or MR 

NOTE: The motorized infantry division or infantry division normally has only an engineer 
company organic to it. However, such a division would probably receive additional support from 
national-level engineer organizations. 
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Signal Company, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div) and Inf Bde (Sep and Div), 
or Mtzd Inf Div and Inf Div, or MD 

NOTES: 
1. The radios listed normally support the brigade headquarters, but the brigade may attach some 
to subordinate headquarters. 
2. A motorized infantry division or infantry division with only a signal company organic to it 
would probably receive additional signal support from the national asset pool. 
3. Motorcycles provide messenger/courier service. 
4. Field telephones and switchboards are standard equipment in the wire and telephone platoon. 
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Chemical Defense Platoon, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div), Mech Inf Bde

(Sep and Div), and Tank Bde, or Arty Regt or SP Arty Regt or Arty Bde

or Air Defense Regt or AA Gun Regt or MRL Bde or SAM Regt (SA-6 and SA-8)

or SAM Bde (SA-2, SA-3, SA-4, and SA-11 ) or Engr Bde
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Materiel Support Company, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
and Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
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Maintenance Company, Mtzd Inf Bde 
(Sep and Div) or MD 
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Motor Transport Battalion, 
Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
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Troop Transport Company, 
Motor Transport Bn 

NOTES: 
1. The infantry companies in a motorized infantry battalion do not have organic transportation 
assets. Rather, they rely on the brigade-level troop transport company to provide trucks for troop 
movement. 
2. Each medium truck can carry up to two infantry squads or weapons squads. Thus, each 
18-truck troop transport platoon is capable of transporting the squads of one motorized infantry 
battalion. The trucks also have room to carry platoon and company headquarters elements, as 
well as the company-level mortar platoon. 
3. One or two medium trucks in each troop transport platoon may carry a 12.7-mm HMG or a 
30-mm automatic grenade launcher. These weapons provide a minimum of fire support for the 
unit during movement by vehicle. 
4. Similarly, the weapons company of a motorized infantry battalion receives transportation sup-
port from the brigade-level weapons transport company (p. 3-40). Other units subordinate to the 
motorized infantry battalion provide their own transportation. 
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Weapons Transport Company, 
Motor Transport Bn 

NOTES: 
1. The weapons company of a motorized infantry battalion does not have organic transportation 
assets. Rather, it relies on the brigade-level weapons transport company to provide trucks for 
movement over longer distances. 
2. A weapons transport platoon with 3 utility trucks and 12 light trucks can transport the weap
ons and crews of one weapons company. 
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Supply and Service Company, 
Motor Transport Bn 
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Medical Platoon, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep and Div), Inf Bde (Sep and Div), Mech Inf Bde

(Sep and Div), and Tank Bale, or Arty Regt or SP Arty Regt

or Arty Bde or MRL Bde or Engr Bde


NOTES: 
1. Other general-purpose trucks may serve as ambulances. 
2. Some medical platoons, particularly those in mechanized and tank units, have two collection 
sections. In that case, there are four additional ambulances. 
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Infantry Brigade (Separate) 

NOTE: The MRL battery is not present in all infantry brigades. Therefore, the equipment list 
below does not include this battery. 

(continued) 
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Infantry Brigade (Separate) (continued)


(continued) 
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Infantry Brigade (Separate) (continued)
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Infantry Brigade (Divisional)


NOTE: The MRL battery is not present in all infantry brigades. Therefore, the equipment list 
below does not include this battery. 

(continued) 
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Infantry Brigade (Divisional) (continued) 

(continued) 
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Infantry Brigade (Divisional) (continued)
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Infantry Battalion, Inf Bde 
(Sep, Div, and Militia) or MD 

NOTE: Some infantry battalions may have a mortar battery with nine 82-mm mortars (p. 3-24) 
instead of a mortar platoon in the weapons company. In that case, there would probably be no 
60-mm mortars in the infantry companies. 
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Multiple Rocket Launcher Battery, Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
or Composite Arty Bn, Airborne Inf Bde 
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Chemical Defense Platoon, 
Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
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Materiel Support Company, 
Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
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Maintenance Platoon, Inf Bde (Sep and Div)
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Infantry Brigade (Militia)


NOTES: 
1. Districts, depending on their population/population centers, may or may not be able to consti
tute a brigade-sized militia force; many districts have, at most, a battalion. These forces may or 
may not act as an integrated force. Regardless of militia size, every village, farm cooperative, or 
factory has a militia formation, manned in wartime by the workers and peasants, over-age reserv
ists, medically-retired soldiers, women, and young men not yet old enough for military service. 
The militia could receive additional combat support and combat service support assets from the 
district, but this would be extremely rare. 
2. Although included in the equipment totals of some of the subordinate units referenced above, 
night-vision sights or goggles are not normally organic to militia forces. 

(continued) 
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Infantry Brigade (Militia) 
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Supply and Service Platoon, 
Inf Bde (Militia) 
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Chapter 4

Mechanized Infantry and


Tank Brigades


The basic maneuver unit is the brigade, consisting of maneuver battalions and a wide ar
ray of combat support and combat service support elements.1 A separate brigade is not part of a 
division. Instead, it is directly subordinate to a military district or an army. In contrast, a divi
sional brigade is always part of a division.2 

An infantry-based OPFOR consists primarily of motorized infantry or infantry units. 
However, even an infantry-based OPFOR has some mechanized infantry and tank brigades. 
The mechanized infantry brigade has two basic types: one equipped with armored personnel 
carriers (APCs) and one equipped with infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs). Each type also has 
separate and divisional versions. A mechanized infantry brigade may have some subordinates in 
common with a division (see Chapters 1 and 2). For brigade subordinates also common to mo
torized infantry brigades, see Chapter 3. 

1 Some infantry-based forces may call the same organization a regiment. This difference in terminology does not

signify a different structure or capability.

2 Since the infantry-based OPFOR has no tank divisions, all tank brigades are actually separate. With no divisional

counterpart, however, the designation as separate is superfluous.
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (Separate) 

NOTES: 
1. A mechanized infantry brigade normally has all mechanized infantry battalions of the same 
type (APC-equipped or IFV-equipped). In rare cases, however, a mix of the two battalion types 
may occur. 
2. The principle items of equipment that follow depict normal brigade structures. These have 
either all APC-equipped mechanized infantry battalions or all IFV-equipped battalions. 

(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (Separate)


(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (APC) (Separate) 
(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (IFV) (Separate)


(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (IFV) (Separate) 
(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (Divisional)


NOTES: 
1. A mechanized infantry brigade normally has all mechanized infantry battalions of the same 
type (APC-equipped or IFV-equipped). In rare cases, however, a mix of the two battalion types 
may occur. 
2. The principal items of equipment that follow depict normal brigade structures. These have 
either all APC-equipped mechanized infantry battalions or all IFV-equipped battalions. 

(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (APC) (Divisional)


(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (APC) (Divisional) 
(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (IFV) (Divisional)


(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Brigade (IFV) (Divisional) 
(continued) 
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Mechanized Infantry Battalion (APC), 
Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 

(continued on page 4-14) 

Mechanized Infantry Battalion (IFV), Mech Inf Bde 
(Sep and Div) and Tank Bde 

(continued on page 4-14) 
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Mechanized Infantry Battalion (APC and IFV), Mech Inf Bde 
(Sep and Div) and Tank Bde (continued) 
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Battalion Headquarters, 
Mech Inf Bn 
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Mechanized Infantry Company, 
Mech Inf Bn 
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Mechanized Infantry Platoon, 
Mech Inf Co 

NOTE: The platoon leader and assistant platoon leader each ride in one of the squad vehicles 
(IFV or APC). 
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Mechanized Infantry Squad, 
Mech Inf Plt 

NOTES: 
1. One squad per platoon has an SVD sniper rifle. 
2. Normally, one squad per platoon has a flamethrower, RPO. In some cases, however, there 
may be one flamethrower per squad. 
3. The RPG-7V has a dedicated operator (grenadier), but the RPG- 18/22 does not. 
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SAM Platoon, Mech Inf Bn 
or SAM Bn (SA-11) 

NOTE: Depending on the situation, the battalion commander may retain the entire SAM platoon 
under his own control, or he may allocate its squads to individual mechanized infantry companies 
(or SA-11 batteries). 
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Automatic Grenade Launcher Platoon, 
Mech Inf Bn 

NOTE: Depending on the situation, the mechanized infantry battalion commander may retain 
the entire AGL platoon under his own control, or he may allocate its squads to individual 
mechanized infantry companies. 
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Automatic Grenade Launcher Squad, 
AGL Plt, Mech Inf Bn 
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F M  1 0 0 - 6 3 

Antitank Platoon, 
Mech Inf Bn (APC) 

NOTES: 
1. ATGMs deploy by squads. Each squad consists of two teams, each containing one AT-4/SPIGOT 
launcher. 
2. Recoilless guns deploy by teams. Each team contains one SPG-9. 
3. Each APC can carry one or two recoilless gun teams or one ATGM section. 
4. The platoon leader and assistant platoon leader ride in extra seats in the recoilless gun and 
ATGM vehicles. 
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ATGM Platoon, 
Mech Inf Bn (IFV) 

NOTES: 
1. This platoon may have nine AT-7/SAXHORN launchers rather than the six AT-4/SPIGOT 
launchers shown here. 
2. The IFV-equipped mechanized infantry battalion may divide this platoon’s ATGM launchers 
and vehicles among the battalion’s three mechanized infantry companies, 
3. The platoon leader and assistant platoon leader ride in extra seats in the ATGM section vehi
cles. 
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Supply and Service Platoon, 
Mech Inf Bn 

NOTE: Equipment totals vary for APC-equipped and IFV-equipped mechanized infantry battal
ions. The primary difference is in the required POL transport capability. 
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Self-Propelled Antiaircraft Gun Battery (23-mm), Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
and Tank Bde, or SP Arty Regt 

NOTE: Some mechanized infantry brigades have an air defense battery with one SA-9/GASKIN 
platoon (4 SAM launchers) and one ZSU-23-4 platoon (4 guns). 
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Antitank Battalion, Mech Inf Bde (Sep) or Mech Inf Div 
or Army or CDF or National 
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Battalion Headquarters, Antitank Bn, Mech Inf Bde (Sep) 
or Mech Inf Div or CDF or National 
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Antitank Gun Battery, Antitank Bn, Mech Inf Bde (Sep) 
or Mech Inf Div or CDF or National 
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Reconnaissance Company, Mech Inf Bde (APC) (Sep), 
Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep), and Inf Bde (Sep) 
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Reconnaissance Platoon (Wheeled), Mtzd Inf Bde (Div) and Inf Bde (Div), 
or Recon Co, Mtzd Inf Bde (Sep), Inf Bde (Sep), Mech Inf Bde (APC or IFV) (Sep), 
and Tank Bde 
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Reconnaissance Company, Mech Inf Bde 
(IFV) (Sep) and Tank Bde 

NOTES: 
1. The mix of BMP and BRM vehicles within a tracked reconnaissance platoon can vary. 
2. The motorcycle section may also provide courier service. 
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Reconnaissance Platoon (Tracked), Mech Inf Bde (IFV) (Div), or Recon Co, 
Mech Inf Bde (IFV) (Sep) and Tank Bde, or Recon Co, Recon & EC Bn, 
Mech Inf Div or MD or Army or CDF or DMI 

NOTE: The mix of BRM-1K and BMP vehicles can vary. 
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Engineer Company, Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
or Mech Inf Div or MD 

NOTE: A mechanized infantry division or military district may have only an engineer company 
organic to it. However, it would probably receive additional support from national-level engi
neer organizations. 
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Signal Company, Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
and Tank Bde, or Mech Inf Div or MD 

NOTES: 
1. The radios listed normally support the brigade headquarters, but the brigade may attach some 
to subordinate headquarters. 
2. A mechanized infantry division with only a signal company organic to it will probably receive 
additional signal support from the national asset pool. 
3. Motorcycles provide the brigade commander with messenger/courier service. 
4. Field telephones and switchboards are standard equipment in the wire and telephone platoon. 
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Maintenance Company, Mech Inf Bde (Sep and Div) 
and Tank Bde, or MD 
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Tank Brigade (94-Tank Standard) 

NOTE: In a CDF tank brigade, the mechanized infantry battalion is most likely IFV-equipped. 

(continued) 
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Tank Brigade (94-Tank Standard) 
(continued) 

(continued) 
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Tank Brigade (94-Tank Standard) 
(continued) 
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Tank Battalion (31-Tank Standard), 
Tank Bde (94-Tank Standard) 

NOTE: Most tank brigades have the standard 31-tank battalion structure. However, the 22-tank 
variant is also possible (p. 4-47). 
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Battalion Headquarters, Tank Bn, Tank Bde 
or Separate Tank Bn 

Headquarters and Service Platoon, 
Tank Bn, Tank Bde 
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Tank Company (10-Tank Standard), Tank Bn (31-Tank Standard) 
or Separate Tank Bn 
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Engineer Company, Tank Bde
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Materiel Support Company, Tank Bde
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Tank Brigade (67-Tank Variant) 

NOTES: 
1. Tank battalions in this brigade have the 22-tank structure. 
2. The mechanized infantry battalion is normally IFV-equipped. However, an APC-equipped 
battalion is possible in some cases. The principal items of equipment that follows includes 
equipment totals for an IFV-equipped battalion. 

(continued) 
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Tank Brigade (67-Tank Variant) 
(continued) 

(continued) 
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Tank Brigade (67-Tank Variant) 
(continued) 
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Tank Battalion (22-Tank Variant), 
Tank Bde (67-Tank Variant) 
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Tank Company (7-Tank Variant), Tank Bn (22-Tank Variant) 
or Separate Tank Bn 
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Chapter 5

Operational- and Strategic-Level


Ground Forces


The Ground Forces are the largest branch of the armed forces. Their tactical maneuver 
units (described in Chapters 1 through 4) are subordinate to military regions. These regions, or 
an expeditionary army which could form in one region, constitute the operational level of forces. 
The Ground Forces also have a national asset pool (described in Chapter 6). The General 
Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters can use this pool of combat support and combat service sup-
port units to tailor support to military regions. The Capital Defense Forces, aside from protecting 
the national capital, can serve as a strategic reserve. The Ground Forces may include an airborne 
infantry brigade. This airborne force is a strategic asset which remains under the direct control 
of the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters. 
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Ground Forces 

NOTES: 
1. The Ground Forces are the largest branch of the armed forces. Most maneuver units are sub-
ordinate to military districts which in turn are subordinate to the military regions. These units, 
along with the national asset pool, comprise the bulk of the Ground Forces. 
2. Compared with the rest of the Ground Forces, the Capital Defense Forces are fewer in num
ber. They also have more narrowly defined missions and methods of employment. 
3. The national asset pool is actually a pool of Ground Forces assets. It contains no maneuver 
forces but rather a variety of combat support and combat service support assets. The General 
Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters can allocate or reallocate these assets as the situation requires. 
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Military Region 

Military regions are geographical entities that delineate territorial responsibilities and 
disposition of the State’s armed forces. Each region has a number of subordinate military dis
tricts. The number varies from two to four districts. Three districts is the norm. Unless a region 
serves as the basis for an expeditionary army (p. 5-5), all maneuver units in a region are subordi
nate to the districts. A typical region has few organic combat support and combat service support 
assets other than those that belong to districts. 

All other units present in a region come from the national asset pool, the Air Defense 
Command, or the Directorate of Military Intelligence. The number and types of such units can 
vary widely from region to region, depending on a region’s size and mission. Therefore, the fol
lowing organization chart merely outlines the types of units that might or might not be present in 
a given region. 

(continued) 
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Military Region (continued)
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Expeditionary Army 

The OPFOR is capable of fielding one expeditionary army, composed of mobile divisions 
and/or brigades, for conducting large-scale extraterritorial offensive operations. An expedition
ary army is a joint command and is the integration point for ground, air, naval, and special op
erations forces. The commander of the region in which the army forms becomes the army com
mander. The region headquarters becomes the army headquarters. 

NOTES: 
1. The army may comprise three to five mobile divisions, which come from three basic sources: stand
ing divisions, divisions formed using restructured separate mechanized or motorized infantry brigades as 
a maneuver base, and divisions mobilized from the reserves. Standing divisions may come from within 
the region’s subordinate districts or from another region at the direction of the General Staff/Ground 
Forces Headquarters. Districts composed of separate brigades may restructure them as divisional bri
gades, then receive division-level assets from the national asset pool, through the controlling region. 
Units composing a reserve division mobilize from within the region’s subordinate districts. 
2. The army could include separate mechanized or motorized infantry brigades or tank brigades directly 
subordinate to the army commander. These brigades could come from a subordinate district’s forces, 
from another region at the direction of the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters, or from mobilized 
reserves. An organization consisting primarily of brigades, with no more than one division, may bear the 
designation corps rather than army. 
3. Most of the army-level combat support and combat service support assets come from the national as-
set pool. The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters uses these assets to tailor the army for its spe
cial offensive mission. 
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Capital Defense Forces (Example) 

The Capital Defense Forces (CDF), garrisoned in the Capital District, are typically the 
best-equipped in the country. Their primary mission is to defend the State’s national capital. 
However, they also serve as a strategic reserve. Composition of these forces is subject to 
change, depending on conditions and plans. Therefore, the following organization chart is 
merely an example of possible forces. In this example, the maneuver brigades in dashed boxes 
could serve as the strategic reserve, while the other units defend the capital. 

NOTES: 
1. Since the inception of the CDF, their composition has changed several times. At times, the 
Capital District has included a standing mechanized infantry division. However, the most com
mon structure has been a specially tailored force composed of separate brigades (as shown 
above). Depending on the number of brigades, such a force can be more robust than a standard 
division. It also has greater flexibility and mobility. 
2. Whether based on a division or separate brigades, the CDF normally have a full complement 
of combat support and combat service support assets resembling that shown above. 
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Airborne Infantry Brigade 

The Ground Forces may include an airborne infantry brigade. The General Staff/Ground 
Forces Headquarters holds this brigade as a strategic asset. It may employ the brigade, or one or 
two airborne infantry battalions from it, to support an operation conducted by a military region or 
an expeditionary army. However, it never allocates this brigade to them in the same manner that 
it does with other forces. 

(continued) 
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Airborne Infantry Brigade (continued)
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Brigade Headquarters, Abn Inf Bde 
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Airborne Infantry Battalion, Abn Inf Bde
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Battalion Headquarters, Abn Inf Bn


Airborne Infantry Company, Abn Inf Bn 
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Airborne Infantry Platoon, 
Abn Inf Co 

NOTE: One squad leader is also the assistant platoon leader. 
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Airborne Infantry Squad, 
Abn Inf Plt 
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Mortar Battery, Abn Inf Bn or 
Composite Arty Bn 
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SAM Platoon, Abn Inf Bn or Wpns Co, 
Commando Bn 
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ATGM Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bn 
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Automatic Grenade Launcher Platoon, Abn Inf Bn or 
Wpns Co, Commando Bn 

NOTE: Depending on the situation, the airborne infantry or commando battalion commander 
may retain the entire AGL platoon under his own control, or he may allocate its squads to indi
vidual companies. 

Automatic Grenade Launcher Squad, AGL Pit, 
Abn Inf Bn or Wpns Co, Commando Bn 
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Engineer Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bn 
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Signal Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bn 

Materiel Support Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bn 
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Medical Section, 
Abn Inf Bn 
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Composite Artillery Battalion, 
Abn Inf Bde 

NOTE: The organization chart above shows the typical mix of battery types in a composite artil
lery battalion. However, some battalions may replace one of the battery types with an additional 
battery of another type. 
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122-mm Howitzer Battery, Composite Arty Bn, 
Abn Inf Bde 
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Antitank Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bde 
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Reconnaissance Company, 
Abn Inf Bde 
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Engineer Company, 
Abn Inf Bde 
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Signal Company, 
Abn Inf Bde 

NOTES: 
1. Motorcycles provide messenger/courier service. 
2. Field telephones and switchboards are standard equipment in the wire and telephone section. 
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Chemical Defense Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bde 

Material Support Company, Abn Inf Bde 
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Maintenance Company, 
Abn Inf Bde 

Medical Platoon, 
Abn Inf Bde 
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Chapter 6 
National Asset Pool 

The Ground Forces have a national asset pool with a variety of combat support and com
bat service support units. Chapters 1, 2, and 5 showed how units allocated from this pool can 
augment forces already organic to a division, military district, or military region. This chapter 
provides more detail on the various types of units that may be available for allocation from the 
national asset pool. 
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National Asset Pool, Ground Forces 

The national asset pool is actually a pool of Ground Forces assets. It contains no maneu
ver forces but rather a variety of combat support and combat service support assets. Centraliza
tion of these assets at the national level allows the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters to 
tailor support to subordinate military regions based on specific missions and the perceived threat. 
It can allocate or reallocate these assets as the situation requires. 

Military regions are the primary recipients of these assets. The region may retain them 
under its own control. However, it can also allocate some or all of them to subordinate military 
districts to form district- or division-level support organizations. The General Staff/Ground 
Forces Headquarters also has the option of allocating to one region sufficient assets to form an 
expeditionary army. The number of assets allocated depends on the mission and the forces al
ready garrisoned in the region. 

The national asset pool has no fixed structure. The number and types of units can vary 
widely, depending on the situation. Therefore, the following organization chart merely outlines 
the types of units that may be able available for allocation. 

NOTE: A military region normally receives no more than one of any brigade- or regiment-sized 
unit type from the national asset pool. However, a region may receive more than one of some 
battalion-sized units. 
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Missile Troops and Artillery, National 

The Chief of Missile Troops and Artillery in the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquar
ters controls several units. The numbers and types of units at this level can vary widely, depend
ing on the size and structure of the Ground Forces they support. The following organization 
chart represents the types of artillery, rocket, and missile units that may be available. 

NOTE: The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate an entire regiment or bri
gade to support a military region or an army. However, it may also allocate these assets as indi
vidual battalions. 
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Artillery Brigade, Army or CDF or National 

NOTES: 
1. An artillery brigade has either five 18-tube battalions (p. 6-6) or four 24-tube battalions (6-8). 
2. The organization chart above shows the most common brigade structure. However, other 
combinations of gun and gun-howitzer battalions are possible. Some brigades may consist en
tirely of the 152-mm SP gun, 2S5 for both variants. 
3. Instead of SP gun battalions, some brigades may have gun battalions equipped with the towed 
152-mm field gun, 2A36. Some gun battalions may still have the older 130-mm field gun, M-46. 
4. Structures of either four or five battalions may bear the designation artillery regiment (rather 
than brigade). 
5. Equipment totals below for the headquarters and control battery and target acquisition battery 
reflect types and quantities associated primarily with towed systems (pp. 1-14 and 1-22). If the 
brigade has mostly SP gun battalions, these units are more likely to have the equipment types and 
quantities associated with SP systems (pp. 2-13 and 2- 18). 

(continued) 
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Artillery Brigade, Army or CDF or National 
(5 x 18-Tube Battalion) 

(continued) 
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Artillery Brigade, Army or CDF or National 
(5 x 18-Tube Battalion) (continued) 
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Artillery Brigade, Army or CDF or National 
(4 x 24-Tube Battalion) 

(continued) 
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Artillery Brigade, Army or CDF or National 
(4 x 24-Tube Battalion) (continued) 
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152-mm Self-Propelled Gun Battalion, 
Arty Bde 
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Multiple Rocket Launcher Brigade, 
National 

NOTE: It is possible for the brigade to have up to five battalions of 122-mm MRLs BM-21 or 
three battalions of 220-mm MRLs 9P140. However, the equipment listed below is only for three 
battalions of either MRL type. 

(continued) 
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Multiple Rocket Launcher Brigade, 
National (continued) 

(continued) 
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Multiple Rocket Launcher Brigade, 
National (continued) 
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220-mm Multiple Rocket Launcher Battalion, 
MRL Bde 
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Heavy Artillery Battalion, 
National 

NOTES: 
1. The heavy artillery battalion may be attached to an artillery brigade or regiment. 
2. Some battalions can have 12 instead of 18 tubes when structured with two tubes per firing 
platoon. 

(continued) 
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Heavy Artillery Battalion, 
National (continued) 
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FROG Brigade, 
National 

NOTE: This unit may bear the designation of regiment instead of brigade. 

(continued) 
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FROG Brigade, 
National (continued) 
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FROG Battalion, 
FROG Bde or Separate 
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FROG Firing Battery, 
FROG Bn 
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SSM Brigade (SS-21), 
National 

NOTE: SS-2l/SCARABs may also deploy as individual battalions. The General Staff/Ground 
Forces Headquarters always controls both SSM brigades and separate battalions. 

(continued) 
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SSM Brigade (SS-21 ), 
National (continued) 
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SSM Brigade (SCUD), 
National 

NOTES: 
1. An SSM battalion may consist of either two or three firing batteries. Therefore, a battalion 
may have 4 or 6 TELs, and a brigade may have 12 or 18 TELs. There is at least one reload per 
TEL. 
2. The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may deploy individual SSM battalions rather 
than entire brigades. If fielded in this manner, the battalion always has three batteries. 

(continued) 
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SSM Brigade (SCUD), 
National (continued) 
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Engineer Troops, 
National 

The Chief of Engineers in the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters controls several 
engineer units. The numbers and types of units at this level can vary widely, depending on the 
size and structure of the Ground Forces they support. The following organization chart repre
sents the types of engineer units that may be available. 

NOTE: The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate an entire regiment or bri
gade to support a military region or army. However, it may also allocate these assets as individ
ual battalions. 
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Engineer Brigade, 
National or CDF 

NOTE: Some engineer brigades may have a second pontoon bridge battalion. However, the 
equipment totals here include only one such battalion. 

(continued) 
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Engineer Brigade,

National or CDF (continued)


(continued) 
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Engineer Brigade,

National or CDF (continued)
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Brigade Headquarters, 
Engr Bde 
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Road and Bridge Battalion, 
Engr Bde 

(continued) 
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Road and Bridge Battalion, 
Engr Bde (continued) 
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Truck-Launched Bridge Company, 
Road and Bridge Bn 
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Tank-Launched Bridge Company, 
Road and Bridge Bn 
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Road Construction Company, 
Road and Bridge Bn 
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Obstacle Battalion, 
Engr Bde 

(continued) 
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Obstacle Battalion, 
Engr Bde (continued) 
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Obstacle Company, 
Obstacle Bn 
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Obstacle Clearing Battalion, 
Engr Bde 

(continued) 
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Obstacle Clearing Battalion, 
Engr Bde (continued) 
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Obstacle Clearing Company, 
Obstacle Clearing Bn 
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Water Crossing Regiment, 
National 

NOTE: Equipment totals are for a regiment with two pontoon bridge battalions. If the regiment 
has a third pontoon bridge battalion, it may not have the assault crossing battalion shown here. 

(continued) 
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Water Crossing Regiment, National (continued)
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Pontoon Bridge Battalion, 
Water Crossing Regt or Engr Bde 

(continued) 
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Pontoon Bridge Battalion, Water Crossing Regt 
or Engr Bde (continued) 
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Assault Crossing Battalion, National 
or Water Crossing Regt 
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Signal Troops, 
National 

The Chief of Signal Troops in the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters controls 
several signal units. The numbers and types of units at this level can vary widely, depending on 
the size and structure of the Ground Forces they support. The following organization chart repre
sents the types of signal units that may be available. 

NOTE: The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate an entire regiment or bri
gade to support a military region or army. However, it may also allocate these assets as individ
ual battalions. 

Signal Regiment, 
National 

NOTE: Some signal regiments may have the structure shown above. However, most have three 
signal battalions identical to those organic to divisions and districts (p. 2-37). This facilitates 
support to tactical units. 
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Signal Brigade, 
National 

NOTE: Some signal brigades may have the structure shown above. However, most have three 
to four signal battalions identical to those organic to divisions and districts (p. 2-37). This facili
tates support to tactical units. 

Chemical Troops, 
National 

The Chief of Chemical Troops in the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters controls 
several chemical defense and smoke units. The numbers and types of units at this level can vary 
widely, depending on the size and structure of the Ground Forces they support. The following 
organization chart represents the types of chemical defense and smoke units that may be avail-
able. 

NOTE: The Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate an entire battalion to sup-
port a military region or army. However, it may also allocate these assets as individual compa
nies. 
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Chemical Defense Battalion, 
National 
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F M  1 0 0 - 6 3 

Battalion Headquarters, 
Chem Def Bn 

Decontamination Company, 
Chem Def Bn 

NOTE: There are two types of decontamination companies. A chemical defense battalion nor
mally has one of each type. The first is primarily for vehicle decontamination. The second is 
primarily for personnel decontamination. 
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Chemical Reconnaissance Company, 
Chem Def Bn 
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Supply and Service Platoon, 
Chem Def Bn 
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Smoke Battalion, 
National 

Smoke Company, 
Smoke Bn 
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Logistics Troops, 
National 

The Chief of Logistics in the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters controls several 
units and facilities. The numbers and types of these can vary widely, depending on the size and 
structure of the Ground Forces they support. The following organization chart represents the 
types of logistics units and facilities that may be available. 

NOTE: The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate an entire materiel support 
or maintenance brigade to a military region or army. However, it may also allocate these assets 
as individual battalions. 
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Materiel Support Brigade, MR 
or National 

NOTES: 
1. Materiel support brigades may have the structure shown above. The General Staff/Ground 
Forces Headquarters may retain such brigades at the national level, or allocate them to support a 
military region or an expeditionary army. This brigade structure facilitates centralized materiel 
support functions at the national or operational level. 
2. Some materiel support brigades may consist of four or five materiel support battalions identi
cal to those organic to divisions and districts (pp. 1-44 and 2-41). This configuration facilitates 
splitting the brigade’s assets to support tactical units. 

Maintenance Brigade, MR 
or National 

NOTE: Maintenance brigades have three or four maintenance battalions identical to those found 
in divisions and districts (pp. 1-48 and 2-42). 
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Chapter 7 
National Military Structure 

The OPFOR National Headquarters actually comprises three headquarters in one. It in
cludes the Supreme High Command Headquarters and its executive agency, the General Staff. 
Since the Ground Forces are by far the largest branch of the armed forces, the National Head-
quarters also doubles as the Ground Forces Headquarters. Of the four branches, only the Ground 
Forces and the Air Force are large enough to warrant separate chapters. (Chapters 1 through 5 
cover the Ground Forces, and Chapter 8 the Air Force.) This chapter provides some detail on the 
other two branches: the Special Operations Command and the Navy. It also covers the General 
Staffs Directorate of Military Intelligence and the Internal Security Forces of the Ministry of the 
Interior, which come under control of the General Staff in wartime. 
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National Headquarters


NOTES: 
1. The OPFOR National Headquarters also serves as Ground Forces Headquarters. Since the 
Ground Forces comprise by far the largest branch of the armed forces, its officers dominate the 
National Headquarters. The President of the State Government holds the title of Supreme High 
Commander of Forces. However, the primary military authority in the Supreme High Command 
Headquarters is the Commander of the Armed Forces. He is the most senior Ground Forces gen
eral officer and also serves in the President’s cabinet as Minister of Defense. 
2. The General Staff is the executive agency for the Supreme High Command. A first deputy 
minister of defense, also a Ground Forces general, is the Chairman of the General Staff. The 
General Staff consists predominantly of Ground Forces personnel, many of whom also hold po
sitions in the Ground Forces Headquarters. Representatives of other branches primarily advise 
on how those branches can provide support to the Ground Forces. The General Staff controls all 
branches of the armed forces, as well as national-level intelligence assets and internal security 
forces. 
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Special Operations Command 

. . 

NOTE: There is no fixed number of special-purpose forces (SPF) brigades and commando bat
talions. Normally, the command has one SPF brigade. The number of commando battalions lo
cated at the national level depends on how many have been subordinated to military districts. 

Special-Purpose Forces Brigade, 
SOC 

NOTES: 
1. The brigade structure is not fixed. This chart represents what may be the organization of a 
typical brigade. 
2. A brigade may deploy about 27 to 45 SPF teams. 
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Special-Purpose Forces Battalion, 
SPF Bde 

NOTES: 
1. The battalion structure is not fixed. 
2. The total number of teams an SPF battalion can deploy varies from 9 to 15. 
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Special-Purpose Forces Team, 
SPF Co 

NOTES: 
1. Team composition is not fixed. The organization above shows the variations that may exist 
within what may be a typical SPF team. 
2. In keeping with its behind-the-lines missions, the SPF team is lightly equipped. Each soldier 
normally has an assault rifle, a silenced pistol, a knife, and up to eight hand grenades of various 
types. In addition, the team’s equipment normally includes an SVD sniper rifle, directional 
mines, explosives, and night-vision devices. The team can also receive shoulder-fired SAMs, 
manpack ATGMs, or RPO flamethrowers. Equipment may vary with the mission. 
3. At least one team member has received training as a medic. 
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Commando Battalion, 
SOC or MD or CDF 

NOTES: 
1. Commando battalions are organic to the Special Operations Command and the better-
equipped districts, including the Capital Defense Forces. These battalions have special training 
in counterinsurgency. Their role in conventional operations is to provide special reconnaissance 
and direct action behind enemy lines. 
2. Some commando battalions may have an entire artillery battery (p. 7-12) rather than the single 
mortar platoon (p. 7-11 ) reflected in the equipment totals above. 

(continued) 
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Commando Battalion,

SOC or MD or CDF (continued)
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Battalion Headquarters, Commando Bn


Commando Company, Commando Bn 
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Commando Platoon, 
Commando Co 
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Commando Squad, 
Commando Plt 

NOTES: 
1. Each commando squad has a sniper rifle. All riflemen are capable of using it. 
2. Normally, one squad per platoon has a flamethrower, LPO/RPO. In some cases, however, 
there may be one flamethrower per squad. 
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Mortar Platoon, Commando Bn or Arty Btry, 
Commando Bn 
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Artillery Battery, 
Commando Bn 
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Rocket Launcher Platoon, 
Arty Btry, Commando Bn 
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Weapons Company, 
Commando Bn 

NOTE: The battalion commander may retain the shoulder-fired SAM and automatic grenade 
launcher platoons under his own control. Alternatively, he may allocate their squads to support 
individual commando companies or other platoons in the weapons company. 
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Heavy Machinegun Platoon, 
Wpns Co, Commando Bn 
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Antitank Platoon,

Wpns Co, Commando Bn
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Engineer Platoon, 
Commando Bn 
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Signal Platoon, 
Commando Bn 

NOTE: The motorcycle section provides courier service for the battalion commander. 
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Supply and Service Platoon, 
Commando Bn 
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Troop Transport Platoon, 
Commando Bn 

NOTE: One or two trucks in each troop transport section may carry a 12.7-mm heavy ma
chinegun or a 30-mm automatic grenade launcher. These weapons provide a minimum of fire 
support for the unit during movement by vehicle. 
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Navy 

NOTES: 
1. As with the Air Force, size and type of naval units depends on the size of the Ground Forces 
they support and the number and types of specialized missions they must conduct such as the 
number of amphibious support squadrons needed for special operations support. 
2. Squadrons may be regionally affiliated, as with air defense units. For example, a region may 
have a missile attack boat squadron and patrol torpedo boat squadron stationed in one of the re
gion’s ports. 
3. The upper line of the organization chart represents the baseline, even for a “brown water” 
force. A more capable navy would include organizations on the lower line. 
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Directorate of Military Intelligence, 
General Staff 

Of the three primary directorates of the General Staff, the Directorate of Military Intelli
gence (DMI) plays a special role. It controls national-level intelligence assets and may allocate 
some of its forces to support Ground Forces organizations. The organization chart below repre
sents only the portion of its assets which the DMI could allocate downward. It does not represent 
or define the intricate relationships among national-level structures and agencies. 

NOTES: 
1. The directorate has only one operations battalion. This battalion always remains under DMI 
control. Its exact composition and equipment strength may vary. Functions of the battalion in
clude special information (propaganda), counterintelligence (both overt and covert collection), 
and interrogation. Elements from each of these disciplines normally form tailored platoon- and 
company-sized teams. The DMI can allocate such teams to regions and districts based on their 
specific needs. Counterintelligence and interrogation assets are the most likely candidates for 
allocation. 
2. Signals reconnaissance battalions normally remain under the control of the General Staff. 
However, the General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate them to the regions or to 
an expeditionary army. 
3. Reconnaissance and electronic combat (EC) battalions are similar to those organic to districts 
and divisions. However, the battalions belonging to the DMI are more likely to have a remotely-
piloted vehicle squadron. The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters can allocate these bat
talions to military regions and their subordinate districts (particularly to those preparing for divi
sion- or army-level offensive actions). 
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Signals Reconnaissance Battalion, DMI 

NOTES: 
1. Another possible name for this battalion is radio and radar intercept and direction-finding 
battalion. 
2. Exact composition and equipment strengths vary. However, equipment types are basically of the 
tactical support variety, as shown in the reconnaissance and EC battalions (pp. 1-35 and 2-27). 
3. The General Staff/Ground Forces Headquarters may allocate these battalions as a whole to 
support a region or army. It can also allocate individual companies to support specific district or 
region operations. The latter case is more probable when the organization requesting support has 
sufficient ground reconnaissance assets, but lacks the electronic combat capabilities of the recon
naissance and EC battalion. 
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Reconnaissance and Electronic Combat 
Battalion, DMI 

NOTES: 
1. The General Staff normally allocates a reconnaissance and EC battalion, as a whole, to sup-
port a military region or expeditionary army. The region or army, in turn, may attach such a bat
talion to a subordinate military district or division that lacks an organic reconnaissance and EC 
battalion. 
2. For a listing of the principal items of equipment for this battalion, see pp. 1-36 and 2-28. 
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Internal Security Forces 

NOTES. 
1. During peacetime, the Ministry of the Interior (MININT) is responsible for internal se
curity and all related functions. During wartime, however, the MININT’s Internal Security 
Forces become subordinate to the Supreme High Command. The General Staff controls and 
supervises their activities. 
2. Civil Defense Forces comprise a variety of nonmilitary units. The collective mission of 
these forces is to protect the population and economic centers against the effects of all types 
of natural disaster and warfare. The General Staff divides areas of responsibility into de
fense zones that correspond to military region and/or district boundaries. In peacetime, 
normal missions include emergency engineering, rescue, and similar disaster relief func
tions. During wartime, rear area security is their primary mission. Units have no standard 
structure; groupings vary according to each units’ function. These functions range from re-
pair and salvage, to fighting fires, to rendering first aid. 
3. The Directorate of State Security is responsible for preventing counterrevolutionary ac
tivities, investigating these activities, and prosecuting the perpetrators. During times of cri
sis and wartime, the Directorate is also responsible for finding and neutralizing dissidents 
and spies. Elements of the Directorate deploy throughout the country, normally collocating 
with a military region/district headquarters. 
4. The Directorate of General Police has responsibility for national and local police, fire 
protection, and the penal system. 
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Chapter 8

Air Force and


Air Defense Command


Among the four branches of the OPFOR armed forces, the Air Force is the second largest, 
after the Ground Forces. It includes the Air Defense Command. The numbers and types of avia
tion and air defense units correspond to the size of the Ground Forces they support. 
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Air Force 

The OPFOR Air Force, including the Air Defense Command, is second only to the 
Ground Forces in size. Its size and composition depend on the size of the Ground Forces it sup-
ports and the number and types of aircraft required for specialized missions. Such missions can 
include support to airborne forces or the Special Operations Command. The organization chart 
below does not depict a fixed structure. Rather, it depicts the various types of regiments and 
squadrons that could be present in the Air Force structure. 

NOTE: Air Force units with aviation in their name generally consist of fixed-wing aircraft. 
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Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTE: This regiment normally contains pure squadrons of the MiG- 17/FRESC0, MiG-
19/FARMER, 27/FLOGGER D/J, and/or Su-24/FENCER A/C fighter-bomber aircraft. If 
equipped with Su-24/FENCER aircraft, this regiment may be called a bomber aviation regiment. 
Each squadron normally has 12 aircraft. This total includes up to 2 training aircraft per squadron 
that can also serve as combat aircraft. 

Ground-Attack Aviation Regiment, Air Force 

NOTE: This regiment normally contains pure squadrons of the MiG-17/FRESCO, MiG-19/FARMER, 
Su-7B/FITTER A, Su-17/FITTER C/D/H, and/or the Su-24 FENCER A/C ground-attack aircraft. 
Each squadron normally has 12 aircraft. This total includes up to 2 training aircraft per squadron 
that can also serve as combat aircraft. A more modernized Air Force could have at least one 
squadron of Su-25/FROGFOOT ground-attack aircraft, plus 2 Su-25UB trainers. 
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Combat Helicopter Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTES: 
1. Some combat helicopter regiments also include six Mi-24R/HIND G 1 NBC-sampling heli
copters and six Mi-24K/HIND G2 photoreconnaissance helicopters. 
2. Standard squadron strength is either 15 or 20 aircraft. 
3. Some combat helicopter regiments have two squadrons of Mi-2/HOPLITE instead of 
the Mi-24(Mi-25)/HIND. One or both of these squadrons could have HOPLITEs configured as 
lightly armed helicopters. If so, these variants can carry a variety of armaments. 

Fighter-Interceptor Aviation Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTE: This regiment normally contains pure squadrons of the Mig-17/FRESCO, MiG-
19/FARMER, MiG-2/FISHBED J, MiG-23/FLOGGER B/E/G, and/or Su-27/FLANKER B 
fighter-interceptor aircraft. A more modernized Air Force could have one squadron of MiG-
29/FULCRUM. Each squadron normally has 12 aircraft. This total includes up to 2 training air-
craft per squadron that can also serve as combat aircraft. 
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Reconnaissance Aviation Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTES: 
1. The reconnaissance aviation squadrons of this regiment may have reconnaissance variants of 
the following aircraft: Su-24/FENCER, Su-17/FITTER, or MiG-25/FOXBAT B/D. Each squad
ron normally has 16 aircraft. This total includes up to 4 training aircraft per squadron that can 
also perform reconnaissance. 
2. This type of specialized regiment appears only in larger Air Force structures. 

Airborne Jamming Aviation Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTES: 
1. This regiment may have a squadron of Su-24/FENCER jamming variants and a squadron of 
Yak-28/BREWER E jamming variants. Each squadron normally has 12 aircraft. 
2. This regiment appears only in larger Air Force structures. 
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Separate Heliborne Jamming Squadron, 
AIR Force 

NOTES: 
1. This squadron may have one or two Mi-8T/HIP C medium helicopters and 14 to 21 jamming 
variants of the types Mi-8PPA (HIP J) and Mi-8SMV (HIP K). 
2. This type of specialized squadron appears only in larger Air Force structures and/or structures 
heavier in rotary-wing aircraft. 

Transport Helicopter Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTES: 
1. Some of the medium helicopters may be Mi-8S VIP variants or Mi-8VKP airborne command 
post variants. 
2. Although uncommon, some regiments have substituted a light helicopter squadron for one of 
the medium-lift squadrons, using the Mi-2iHOPLITE. 
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Separate Helicopter Squadron, 
Air Force 

NOTES: 
1. Some separate helicopter squadrons may also have two or three Mi-8SMV or Mi-8PPA jam-
Ming helicopters. Some squadrons may also have one or two Mi-8VKP airborne command post 
helicopters. 
2. Some Air Force structures have a separate mixed aviation squadron with helicopter assets 
similar to those of a separate helicopter squadron (less the reconnaissance and jamming helicop
ters), plus 12 to 24 light-to-medium fixed-wing transport aircraft. 
3. A smaller Air Force may have its rotary-wing aircraft organized solely in this manner, rather 
than the regimental structure predominant in larger forces. 
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Transport Aviation Regiment, 
Air Force 

NOTE: This regiment normally contains pure squadrons of the An-2/COLT light transport, 
11-18/COOT, and An-26/CURL light transport aircraft. Each squadron has either 16 or 20 air-
craft. Some regiments have a squadron of An-12/CUB medium transports, which also have an 
electronic combat or reconnaissance configuration. 
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Air Defense Command, 
Air Force 

The Air Defense Command (ADC) contains brigades and regiments of either surface-to-
air missiles (SAMs) or antiaircraft (AA) guns. Maintaining single-system units allows the ADC 
to manage limited assets, tailoring support to a particular region or air defense zone. The follow
ing organization chart represents the types of air defense units that may be available to the ADC. 
The number of each type can vary. 

NOTES: 
1. Numbers and types of air defense regiments and brigades depend on the number and impor
tance of air defense zones/regions they have to defend. Assets may have a habitual regional af
filiation, or the General Staff/National Headquarters may tailor support as mission dictates. 
2. In addition, the ADC may have an air defense jamming battalion or perhaps an air defense 
jamming regiment with up to three such battalions. Each battalion can have up to 54 air defense 
jammers, along with supporting target acquisition systems. 
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SAM Brigade (SA-2), 
ADC 

NOTES: 
1. This SAM brigade may have three or four SAM battalions. The three-battalion organization 
may bear the designation of regiment, rather than brigade. Equipment totals below are for the 
three-battalion version. 
2. SA-2 battalions could combine with other SAM/AA gun units to provide specialized support 
to a specific region or district. 

(continued) 
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SAM Brigade (SA-2), 
ADC (continued) 
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SAM Battalion (SA-2), 
SAM Bde (SA-2) 
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SAM Brigade (SA-3), 
ADC 

NOTES: 
1. This SAM brigade may have three or four SAM battalions. Either the three- or four-battalion 
organization may bear the designation of regiment, rather than brigade. Depending on the area 
requiring air defense coverage, an SA-3 brigade could have as many as six battalions. Equip
ment totals below are for the four-battalion version. 
2. SA-3 battalions could combine with other SAM/AA gun units to provide specialized support 
to a specific region or district. 

(continued) 
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SAM Brigade (SA-3), 
ADC 
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SAM Battalion (SA-3), 
SAM Bde (SA-3) 
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SAM Brigade (SA-4), 
ADC 

(continued) 
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SAM Brigade (SA-4), 
ADC (continued) 
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SAM Battalion (SA-4), 
SAM Bde (SA-4) 
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Missile Firing Battery, 
SAM Bn (SA-4) 

NOTE: Some batteries may have an AA gun section with two 23-mm AA guns ZU-23. In that 
case, there would be no AA gun battery at battalion level. 
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SAM Brigade (SA-11), 
ADC 

NOTE: SA-11 battalions could combine with other SAM/AA gun units to provide specialized 
support to a specific region or district. 

(continued) 
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SAM Brigade (SA-11 ), 
ADC (continued) 
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SAM Battalion (SA-11), 
SAM Bde (SA-11) 
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Missile Firing Battery, 
SAM Bn (SA-11) 
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SAM Regiment (SA-8), 
ADC 

(continued) 
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SAM Regiment (SA-8), 
ADC (continued) 
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Regimental Headquarters, SAM Regt 
or Air Defense Regt 
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Target Acquisition/Early Warning Battery, 
SAM Regt or Air Defense Regt 
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Missile Technical Battery, 
SAM Regt (SA-8) 
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Missile Firing Battery, SAM Regt (SA-8) 
or SAM Bn (SA-8), Air Defense Regt 

NOTE: * The TELAR includes the LAND ROLL fire control/target acquisition radar. 
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Materiel Support Company, 
SAM Regt 
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Maintenance Company, SAM Regt 
or Air Defense Regt 
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SAM Regiment (SA-6), 
ADC 

(continued) 
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SAM Regiment (SA-6), 
ADC (continued) 
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Missile Technical Battery, 
SAM Regt (SA-6) 
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Missile Firing Battery, 
SAM Regt (SA-6) 
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Appendix A 
Maneuver and Fire Support 

Equipment Substitution Matrices 

The matrices in this appendix illustrate some of the different equipment options available to sce
nario and order of battle developers. Although this organization guide provides a baseline of widely-
used systems produced in the former Soviet Union (FSU), the intent of the capabilities-based OPFOR is 
to allow users to tailor their orders of battle by substituting other worldwide systems. Deviations from 
the baseline systems should relate to specific training objectives. For example, users may desk to mir
ror the actual mix of equipment found in a particular region or to introduce a particular weapons capabil
ity or vulnerability. 

The matrixes list most of the major baseline systems in the organization guide and provide a 
number of potential substitutes for each. While the lists of potential substitutes are not all-inclusive, they 
contain most common systems that have roughly comparable capabilities. They also contain some al
ternative systems that may perform the same missions (with greater or lesser capability) or have different 
capabilities for special uses. Entries may include system name, caliber of main armament, vehicle mount 
(for self-propelled systems), and digraph for country of origin. Entries within the alternative category 
also include one of the following symbols identifying each system’s capabilities in relation to the base-
line: 

(+) More capable. 
(-) Less capable. 
(*) Different capabilities for special uses. 

Users substituting systems from the matrices or considering other foreign weapons systems for 
use in an OPFOR order of battle should evaluate candidate substitutes against the following criteria 

Is the system available to potential adversaries? To satisfy this criterion, the system should be 
in service with the armed forces of countries traditionally hostile to the United States or widely 
exported on the world market. 

Does the system exist in large enough quantities to justify training against it? At a mini-
mum, total system production should at least equal the numbers contained in a proposed order of 
battle. Moreover, US military units using currently available equipment generally should not 
train against foreign developmental systems that have not reached initial operational capability 
(IOC). 

Does the mix and variety of systems in an order of battle conform to some logical pattern? 
Some users constructing a large order of battle may want to pattern the mix of system types and 
generations on some actual country. Others may wish to standardize systems throughout the or
der of battle for simplicity or ease in modeling. In any case, the systems portrayed generally 
should be in unit sets of regimental or battalion size. Because of the logistics and training chal
lenges involved in supporting a weapon system, users should avoid excessive variety. 

Users should keep in mind that substitutions for major weapons systems may also affect the types and 
numbers of supporting systems. 
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Medium Tank Substitution Matrix
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Light Armored Vehicle Substitution Matrix 
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Mortar Substitution Matrix
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Towed Artillery Substitution Matrix 
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Self-Propelled Artillery Substitution Matrix
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Rocket Launcher Substitution Matrix
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Artillery Rocket and Surface-to Surface Missile Substitution Matrix
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Antitank Weapon Substitution Matrix 

(continued) 
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Antitank Weapon Substitution Matrix (continued)
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Antiaircraft Gun Substitution Matrix
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Surface-to-Air Missile Substitution Matrix
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Attack Helicopter Substitution Matrix 
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Appendix B 
Engineer Equipment 

Substitution Matrices 

The matrices contained in this appendix illustrate some of the different equipment 
options available to scenario and order of battle developers. Although this organization 
guide provides a baseline of widely-used systems produced in the former Soviet Union 
(FSU), the intent of the capabilities-based OPFOR is to allow users to tailor their orders of 
battle by substituting other worldwide systems. Deviations from the baseline systems 
should relate to specific training objectives. For example, users may desire to mirror the 
actual mix of equipment found in a particular region or to introduce a particular capability 
or vulnerability. 

The matrices list most of the major baseline engineer systems contained in the or
ganization guide and provide a number of potential substitutes for each. While the lists of 
potential substitutes are not all-inclusive, they contain most common systems that have 
roughly comparable capabilities. They also contain some alternative systems that may 
perform the same missions (with greater or lesser capability) or have different capabilities 
for special uses. Entries include the system name and the digraph for country of origin. 
Entries within the alternative category also include one of the following symbols identify
ing each system’s capabilities in relation to the baseline: 

(+) More capable. 
(-) Less capable. 
(*) Different capabilities for special uses. 

Users substituting systems from the matrices or considering other foreign weapons 
systems for use in an OPFOR order of battle should evaluate candidate substitutes against 
the same basic criteria as in Appendix A. 
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Amphibious Transporter and Ferry Substitution Matrix 

NOTE: The greatest discriminator in capability here is whether the system could be autonomous 
or requires assembly with other sections. 
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Bridging Substitution Matrix 

NOTE: The main discriminator in capability here is the chassis. More modern, faster-moving, 
more heavily armored chassis improve mobility and survivability factors. However, the bridge 
specifications are all similar. 

(continued) 
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Bridging Substitution Matrix (continued)


NOTE: The main discriminator in capability here is the chassis. More modern, faster-moving, 
more heavily armored chassis improve mobility and survivability factors. However, the bridge 
specifications are all similar. 
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Ditching and Trenching Machine Substitution Matrix 

NOTE: 
1. For trenchers, the greatest discriminator in capability is chassis mobility. Only the BTM se
ries and the M 1984 are tracked. The rest are all wheeled, which degrades mobility. 
2. Unlike the other systems, the Case and John Deer systems do not have a rotary trencher but 
can still use a bucket or backhoe to make a trench, achieving the same results. 
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Minelaying Equipment Substitution Matrix


NOTE: For towed rninelayers, the main discriminator in capability is the ability to feed mines 
automatically, rather than manually. For self-propelled systems, the main discriminators are 
mobility and survivability. 
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Mineclearing Equipment Substitution Matrix 

NOTES: 
1. The LWD, Plofadder, and Type 84 are not actually mineclearing vehicles, but rather attach
ments to mount on any designated vehicles, such as tanks. 
2. Unlike the MTK and MTK-2, the SVO, M1987, and Type 81 do not use line charges, but 
rather dispense multiple explosive rockets into the minefield. 

(continued) 
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Mineclearing Equipment Substitution Matrix (continued) 
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Armored Engineer and Route-Clearing 
Vehicle Substitution Matrix 

NOTES: 
1. The BAT-2 can also carry a combat engineer squad. 
2. The armored engineer vehicles for special uses (*) include specialty equipment such as augers 
and mine dispensers. 
3. Among the route-clearing vehicles, the M-9 ACE, Type-75, D-7, and D-9 have no crane and 
are slow-moving. The PKT and BKT are wheeled vehicles with little armor. 
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Engineer Reconnaissance Vehicle Substitution Matrix 

Tank-Mounted Dozer Blade Substitution Matrix 
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Appendix C

Cargo Truck, Trailer, and


Radio Substitution


This manual uses generic descriptors to indicate truck and trailer capacity and radioca
pabilities. The following list, based on equipment produced in the former Soviet Union, provides 
a definition of terms and examples of equipment types in each generic category. However, users 
may substitute any comparable piece of equipment that falls within the range of capabilities for 
each system. 

Trucks 
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Trailers
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Radios
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Glossary


AA - antiaircraft 
abn - airborne 
acq - acquisition 
ACRV - artillery command and 

reconnaissance vehicle 
ACV - armored command vehicle 
AD - air defense 
ADC - Air Defense Command 
admin - administration 
aer surv - aerial surveillance 
AGL - automatic grenade launcher 
ammo - ammunition 
APC - armored personnel carrier 
arty - artillery 
ASC - armored scout car 
asst - assistant 
AT - antitank 
ATGL - antitank grenade launcher 
ATGM - antitank guided missile 
ATRL - antitank rocket launcher 
AU - Austria 
auto - automatic 
avn - aviation 

bde - brigade

BE - Belgium

bn - battalion

BR - Brazil

BrAG - brigade artillery group

btry - battery

BU - Bulgaria


CA - Canada

CDF - Capital Defense Forces

cdr - commander

chem - chemical

CH - China

CM/CB - countermortar/counterbattery

co - company

const - construction

COP - command observation post

CZ - Czechoslovakia


DAG - division artillery group 
decon - decontamination 
DF - direction-finding 
div - division or divisional 
DMI - Directorate of Military 

Intelligence 

EC - electronic combat

EG - Egypt

engr - engineer


FDC - fire direction center

FR - France

FROG - free rocket over ground

FSU - former Soviet Union


GM - Germany

GP - general-purpose

gun-how - gun-howitzer


HF - high-frequency

HMG - heavy machinegun

HQ - headquarters

HU - Hungary

hvy - heavy


IFV - infantry fighting vehicle

IN - India

inf - infantry

intcp - intercept

IOC - initial operational capability

IS - Israel

IT - Italy

IZ - Iraq


JA - Japan


kg - kilogram

KN - North Korea

km - kilometer
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l - liter

lchr - launcher

LMG - light machinegun


maint - maintenance

mat spt - maintenance support

MD - military district

MDAG - military district artillery group

mech inf - mechanized infantry

med - medical or medium

met - meteorological

MG - machinegun

MHZ - megahertz

MININT - Ministry of the Interior

mm - millimeter

MRAG - military region artillery group

MRL - multiple rocket launcher

msl - missle

mt - metric ton

mtzd inf - motorized infantry


NBC - nuclear, biological, and chemical

NCO - noncommissioned officer

NL - Netherlands


OPFOR - Opposing Force

ord - ordnance


photo-recon - photographic 
reconnaissance 

PL - Poland 
plt - platoon 
POL - petroleum, oil, and lubricants 
prep - preparation 

recon - reconnaissance 
recon & EC - reconnaissance and 

electronic combat 
regt - regiment 
RO - Romania 
RPV - remotely-piloted vehicle 
RS - Russia 
R/T - radio telephone 

SAM - surface-to-air missile

sect - section

sep - separate

SF - South Africa

SOC - Special Operations Command

SP - self-propelled or Spain

SPF - special-purpose forces

spt - support

sqd - squad

sqdn - squadron

SR - Serbia

SSM - surface-to-surface missile

svc - service

SW - Sweden

SZ - Switzerland


tech - technical

TEL - transporter-erector-launcher

TELAR - transporter-erector-launcher


and radar 
tgt acq - target acquisition 
topo - topographical 
torp - torpedo 
TU - Turkey 

UHF - ultrahigh-frequency

UK - United Kingdom

US - United States


veh - vehicle

VHF - very-high-frequency


W - watt

warn - warning

WO - warrant officer

wpn - weapon


ZI - Zimbabwe
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